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GDGG presents first concert since ban
by David Baxley
staff writer

Ticket sales for tonight's concert were slow throughout much of the
week. According to Peggy Pollock, CDCC chairperson, sales were only half
of the number needed to break even on Wednesday.

The Central Dance and Concert Committee will present in concert Mother's Finest,
The Dixie Dregs, and Vassar Clements
tonight in Littlejohn Coliseum.
This will be the first concert in the Coliseum since December 1979, when the
crowd behavior at a Kansas concert in Littlejohn prompted an indefinite ban on concerts by the administration.
According to Paul Schmidt of the
CDCC, this is somewhat of a trial concert.
Schmidt stated that there will be a student
peer patrol implemented in order to help
keep the audience orderly and to help
everyone enjoy the concert more. "The
purpose of the peer patrol is to remind
those at the concert of possible violations of
which they could find themselves in trouble
for if they are broken." These violations include the use of alcoholic beverages and
smoking inside the coliseum.
CDCC's duties
Another new and beneficial twist to this
concert is the fact that it is being promoted
solely by the students in CDCC. Since the
CDCC is a nonprofit organization, the cost
for tickets is substantially lower than it
would normally be with a profit oriented
promoter.

"We're doing the whole show, from
ticket sales, supplying ushers, stage hands,
and countless other details. We're not trying to force everyone to buy a ticket, but
the price is reasonable," emphasized
Schmidt.
According to CDCC Chairman Peggy
Pollock, the aftermath of this concert may
have an effect oft future concerts. Pollock
stressed the need for student support in the
form of ticket sales.
"We need to sell about 4,500 tickets to
break even; right now we're about half way
there,"commented Pollock.
Pollock stated that although the monetary factor is mainly significant as far as
CDCC-only concerts were concerned, the
crowd behavior could have an effect on
other concerts regardless of the promoter.
"We need support very badly in order to
meet costs, in order to do future shows,"
reiterated Pollock.
Tickets
Tickets for the concert are on sale today
from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. at the Union
ticket booth and Schiletter dining hall.
After 1 p.m. the tickets will be on sale at the
coliseum box office. Costs of the tickets
are $5.50 and $6.50 on the floor. All seats
are reserved.

Lawyer protests ticket distribution plan
by Mike Marzec
staff writer
In an attempt to enable more IPTAY and
Gamecock Club members to» receive tickets
to the annual Clemson/Carolina classic,
Florence attorney June O. Yarborough is
seeking court action to reform the present
distribution systems of the respective
schools.
Yarborough, who has been a member of
the Gamecock Club for more than 20 years,
placed advertisements in the Greenville
News, the State, and various other
newspapers throughout South Carolina on
Sept. 7, stating:
"Apparently, the Gamecock Club and
IPTAY totally disregard years of loyalty
and support and only money talks. If
you have given at least $100 or more for
at least 10 years and were denied USCClemson tickets for 1980, contact the
undersigned if interested in having a
court set a fair plan of ticket distribution
preventing discrimination."
The problem
An agreement that was reached last year
between the two schools placed a limit of
12,000 tickets to be available to the visiting
team for students, staff, players' parents
and booster club members. This action
came at the request of Jim Carlen, director
of athletics at South Carolina, because he
felt that each teams' home fans deserved
the opportunity to see the game.
"The cut was made at my request. The
interest in the football program has increased," commented Carlen, "and we want to
accommodate them if we can. Our season
ticket sales have gone up tremendously, and
so have Clemson's. To take care of this
problem, we have had to cut out some of
the allocation to the visiting school. I

wanted to limit each team to 10,000 tickets,
but Bill McLellan (Clemson athletic director) wouldn't go below 12,000."
As it stands now, South Carolina gives
ticket priority to those members of the
Gamecock Club who have made the largest
donations for this particular year. Thousand dollar donors will receive six tickets
each, $500 donors will get four each and
$200 donors two each. Students are able to
purchase tickets, with 3,475 tickets reserved
for the students and staff exclusively.
"The students are my first priority,"
Carlen said. "If it were up to me, every student would get a ticket when we play at
Clemson, but we have 16,000 students here,
and it is just infeasible." The students of
each school are guaranteed a ticket to all
home games but must purchase the tickets
to away games. "We would like for
everyone that wants a ticket to get one, but
neither we nor Clemson has stadiums large
enough to meet the demand. We had to cut
it off somewhere," Carlen said.
Grounds for Suit
In a telephone interview, Yarborough
told The Tiger that there wasn't much else
that he could say about the matter that
hasn't already been said since the possibility
for litigation still exists.
"We (Yarborough and other Gamecock
Club members in the Florence area) have
been supporters for a long time, and we're
not satisfied at all." It has also been learned
that some members of the IPTAY are in
agreement with Yarborough and his group.
"If a suit is to be filed," he commented,
"we certainly have the ground for it. As the
situation is now, it is totally counter to the
philosophies of government where poor
people are entitled to things the same as rich
people."
Yarborough has claimed that the
members of the two clubs who have only
given $100 per year are being discriminated

against only because there are other people
that come along and lay down $500 or
$1,000 and receive ticket priority over those
members that have been contributors for
many years. The Florence lawyer did not
have an immediate solution planned, but
said that "something must be done."
Gamecock Club Director Ed Pitts said,
"It's a shame that we couldn't get a ticket
for everyone that wants one, but we were as
fair as possible in our method of distribution. We are oversold by about 6,000 and
there just isn't a whole lot that we can do
about it right now. Our method is very
similar to that of a lot of schools," he said,
"in that we supply tickets to the full-

scholarship donors first, the halfscholarship donors second, and so on."
The IPTAY distribution method differs
in that cumulative donations, length of
membership and past ticket purchasing
records are considered in setting priorities.
Reasons
According to McLellan, the Athletic
Department is trying to accommodate as
many supporters as possible. "Our intent is
to sell as many season tickets as we can, and
this year we sold around 39,000. This is the
most we have ever sold. As far as those people who just want tickets to the Carolina
See PLAN—Page 5

Anderson/Lucey meet
state ballot requirements
by Terri Whittle
staff writer
The South Carolina Election Commission announced on Wednesday that John
Anderson's name will be on the November
ballot in the state.
The independent candidate needed
10,000 signatures of registered South
Carolina voters to qualify for the ballot.
According to John Dixon, a state election
commission official, the Anderson staff
workers submitted 15,094 signatures to the
commission on Sept. 18..
The petitions, which were divided by
county, were given to local voter registraT
tion boards for verification. Approximately
10 percent of the signatures were compared
with signatures on file with local boards.
Perry Smith, Anderson's upstate coordinator, stated that the 10 percent check
could have put Anderson on the ballot, but

it could not have kept him off. If the check
had not contained enough valid signatures,
each of the 15,094 signatures would have
been verified.
Doug Nelson, also a campaign official,
stated, "We were confident we had enough
to qualify." According to Nelson, campaign workers verified 10,700 signatures
before submitting the petitions.
Smith did not expect Anderson to face
as many obstacles in getting on the ballot in
South Carolina as he has in other states. In
Georgia, the State Election Commission
disqualified an estimated 16,000 signatures.
Also, the Georgia commission lost 2,000 of
the signatures which were turned over to
them. This case is expected to be taken into
court by Anderson workers who have
photocopies of all petitions.
Smith expects Anderson to appear on all
50 state ballots in November.
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Southern Bell requests approval for rate hike
by William Pepper
news editor
The South Carolina Public Service Commission (PSC) recently announced that the
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company has requested approval for a
$39.6 million rate increase. Part of the increase will take effect under bond on Oct. 4
pending PSC action.
"Inflation is cutting our earnings further
each day, and we need the increased
revenues now to enable us to provide adequate service to our customers while our request is under consideration," Southern
Bell Vice President Harry Marsh explained.
Southern Bell made its request on Sept.
4. Last week, the PSC suspended the effective date for up to six months to allow time
for public hearings and examination of
Southern Bell's record. The PSC will render

its decision by April 3, 1981.
According to Jim Jones, a spokesman for
the PSC, the date and time of the public
hearing has not yet been established. "The
hearing may be held later this fall, but it is
possible that we might not be able to
schedule it until after the first of next
year."
Proposed increases
Southern Bell will implement some of the
increases under bond on Oct. 4. These increases will raise the rate for residential
lines with one rotary dial phone by $2.05
per month, while business lines with the
same equipment will go up by $4.50. The
charge for service connections will increase
by $10.35 for residence and $12.45 for
business lines. The proposed increase is approximately 12 percent.
South Carolina law permits utilities to
implement rate increases under bond pen-

Maxwell addresses senate
at first meeting
by Amy Williams
staff writer
At its first regular meeting of the
semester, the Student Senate was addressed
by Dr. W. David Maxwell, new provost and
dean of academic affairs. Maxwell replaced
Dean Victor Hurst, who resigned last year.
In answer to senators' questions about
the status of the class drop-date, Maxwell
stated that he feels that students should be
able to decide whether or not to remain in a
class after four weeks as opposed to the present six week period in which students may
drop a course without record.
Maxwell also addressed questions referring to increasing student enrollment, a proposed fall break, and teacher evaluation.
Also during the course of the meeting,
seven students — Oscar Lovelace, David
Barnett, Melissa Pryor, Mike Brewington,
Tracy Lubkin, Pat Sullivan, and Michelle

Peck — were nominated and approved for
the Homecoming Board, which is set up to
hear students' complaints and requests concerning the displays and the Miss Homecoming pageant and to advise the homecoming chairman. .
Plans for a Student Government Conference which will be held for the new
senators Oct. 11 and 12 in Hendersonville,
N.C., were announced by Oscar Lovelace.
The workshop will provide the senators an
opportunity to talk to campus administrators and learn the function and role of
the student government on campus. According to Lovelace, there will be exercises
on parliamentary procedure and leadership
workshop activities.
Officers for the 1980-81 Student Senate
as elected last semester are: Wes Kirkland,
president; Cliff Wingard, president protempore; Cynde Giles, clerk; and Cynthia
Lynn, secretary.

ding approval by the PSC. If the increases
are not approved, the utility is required to
be refunded with nine percent interest.
"This is Southern Bell's fifth request for
a rate increase in the last five years. Of the
four requests that have been acted upon,
three have been granted at least in part. In
1976, the PSC totally rejected a request.
Southern Bell appealed the decision and the
South Carolina Supreme Court upheld the
PSC's decision.
"Last year, Southern Bell requested over
$70 million in rate increases. The PSC
granted an increase of between $32 and $35
million," Jones explained.
Effect on dorm residents
According to Manning Lomax, director
of housing, the proposed rate increase will
have no effect on dormitory rates for the
present academic year. "We are under contract for a set price for this year. If the rate

increase is approved, we will try to absorb
the increase."
The university is billed for the Centrex
system based on a flat rate per instrument
each month. Lomax estimates that if the increase is granted, the charge per phone will
rise $2.13 per month. Presently, each phone
costs $8.79 per month.
"If the increase is approved, the costs of
providing phone service in dormitories will
increase approximately $6,000 per month or
about $60,000 per academic year. This
would be a sizable increase," Lomax
stated.
According to Lomax, an increase in
phone rates will not mean an increase in
room rates. "We don't look at one item
when we are deciding whether to increase
rates. The cost of providing phone service is
just one of the factors that increases the
cost of operations."

Faculty Senate approves report
on departmental governance
by Richard Brooks
editor in chief
Faculty Senate approved by a 17-9 rollcall vote at Tuesday's meeting, a report that
is to be sent to the administration to aid in
establishing new university policy concerning departmental governance.
According to Roger Rolling (English),
the report is "a document for negotiating in
good faith" with Provost David Maxwell to
provide more faculty input into the selection of department heads.
Debate on the contents of the report was
complicated by a memorandum from Maxwell which detailed his ideas on departmental and college administration and coincided with the Faculty Senate report.
Rollin, however, explained that the
Faculty Senate report is a faculty initiative,
and that after going to Maxwell, the two
parties would sit down together and work

out differences in the respective documents.
In other Faculty Senate business, two
amendments to the Constitution and ByLaws of the Faculty and Faculty Senate
which will be voted on by the general faculty
were discussed.
One is an amendment to provide for a
vice president-president-elect instead of a
vice president. This amendment would
mean that the vice president would succeed
the president and that his term in the Senate
would be extended to four years if necessary. The Senate voted to recommend
passage of this amendment to the general
faculty.
The other proposed amendment was not
recommended by the Senate. This amendment would remove the restrictions on a
faculty senator succeeding himself in office.
It, too, will be voted on by the general
faculty.
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• Lynda Ernst and Richard W. Fralick
(left) portray the romantic leads in
the Clemson Little Theatre production of "You Can't Take It With
You." See story on page 19.
• Quarterback Mike Gasque (right) attempts to pass over the Georgia
defensive line in Saturday's 20-16
loss to the Bulldogs in Athens. See
page 21 for more pictures of the
game.
• Editorials, page 12.
• Campus Bulletin, page 4.
• Tiger picks, page 24.
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Large selection of
WOOL BLEND AND CORDUROY SKIRTS
plaids and solids all styles and colors
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COORDINATE GROUP —
skirts, blazers, pants and vests
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Sports role in society is conference's topic
by Helen Pitts
assistant news editor
Sports commentator Heywood Hale
Broun, three-time Olympic gold medalist
Wilma Rudolph and "Inside Sports" editor
John Walsh are scheduled as keynote
speakers for the first "Conference on
Sports and Society" to get underway March
25 at the university.
According to history professor Joe
Arbena, director for the four-day conference, this spring's program may very
well become an annual event.
Arbena explained the purpose of the conference, saying that over the last decade an
"academic subfield" has emerged, devoted
to trying to understand what role sports
plays to individuals and society, a role that
he feels has become increasingly influential.
"Just think about how much sports affects our daily living," said Arbena. "It
permeates our language, involving politics,
sex, everything!"
But he continued, there has been relatively little academic study on the subject.
Arbena feels this conference—which will
feature scholars in the sports field—will be
one step toward filling that "academic
gap."
Keynote speakers
Walsh will give the first keynote address
on this year's theme, "Sports Studies: The
State of the Art." Walsh was instrumental
in developing "Newsweek's" first venture
into sports publishing with the magazine
"Inside Sports."
Before joining "Newsweek" in 1979,
Walsh was a San Francisco-based freelance
writer and editor, and served as consultant
to "womenSports" and "Nuestro." He has

SKI COLORADO

also served as managing editor of "Rolling
Stone" magazine and as story editor for a
public television documentary on the Super
Bowl.
Broun, a CBS News journalist for 12
years, will speak at the March 26 session.
The former Broadway actor left that profession and published his widely acclaimed
book, "A Studied Madness." His latest
publication is "Tumultuous Merriment," a
book based on his experiences as a sports
journalist.
Broun is now busy working as a broadcaster, commentator, author, and lecturer.
He hosts a nationally syndicated radio
show, "Broun on Books."
Rudolph will make the last public address
at the March 27 session. The U.S. Amateur
Athlete of the Year in 1962, she won three
gold medals at the 1960 Rome Olympics in
the 100- and 200-meter dashes and in the
400-meter relay. The Tennessee native also
won the Sullivan and Babe Zaharias awards
and was named Woman Athlete of the Year
in 1960.
Other speakers
In addition to these three keynote
speakers scheduled for the evening session,
Arbena also announced other speakers who
will discuss in detail the conference theme
by reading position papers during the
daytime sessions. They are:
• John F. Rooney, Jr., professor of
geography at Oklahoma State University
and author of "A Geography of American
Sport."
• Allen Guttmann, professor of history
at Amherst College (Mass.) and author of
"From Ritual to Record," an interpretive
history of sport in modern industrial
societies.

JAN. 15-19

Thursday Nighf to Monday Night

• Paul Weiss, professor of philosophy at
Catholic University and author of "Sport:
A Philosophic Inquiry."
• Jeffrey H. Goldstein, professor of
psychology at Temple University and editor
and contributor to "Sports Game and Play:
Social and Psychological Viewpoints."
• Guenther Lueschen, professor of
sociology at the University of Illinois at Urbana and author of numerous articles in
European sports studies literature.
Other commentators invited to join in the
conference are Dewey Selmon, a standout
linebacker for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
as well as a candidate for a Ph.D. in
philosophy, and historian Richard Mandell,

a specialist on the Olympic Games from the
University of South Carolina.
The primary funding for the March conference, according to Arbena, is coming
from the Athletic Department and the College of Liberal Arts, with participation
from the department of recreation and
parks administration and the College of
Architecture.
The College of Architecture will sponsor
an art display at the alumni center during
the conference.
The lectures and art exhibit are free and
open to the public. For more information,
contact Arbena at 656-3153.

Hollings' card fails
to meet postal standards
Even a United States senator can have
problems with the U.S. Postal Service.
Last week, many dorm students received
flyers from South Carolina's Senator
Ernest F. Hollings. The flyer requested
students to participate in this fall's elections.
To help students participate, Hollings attached a postcard to the flyer so that
students could request absentee ballots and
absentee registration forms from local
boards of voter registration.
Many students found the card convenient
and filled it out. The card is convenient, but
it is one-half inch too short to go through

the post office.
W.T. White, postmaster at the university
station, said that he had to tell "a bunch of
students" that the cards are too small.
Postal regulations require that postcards be
3.5 inches by 5 inches. Hollings' card is only
3 inches by 5 inches.
Students who wish to use the forms
should send them in a regular envelope.
Registration to vote must be completed by
30 days prior to the Nov. 4 general election.
Absentee ballots should also be requested
well in advance of the election in order to
avoid a rush.
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*499 Per Person

Includes: Airfare Atlanta-Denver, Ground Trans., Condo for 4 Nights

SKI: 1st Day WINTER PARK, 2nd Day BRECKENRIDGE,
3rd Day COPPER MT., 4th Day VAIL
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ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Look ... no price increase
while you were gone!
watch for our specials:
Tuesday: Spaghetti, salad,
& drink — $3.75
Wednesday:Buy 2 large pizzas with
one or more topping.
Get a pitcher of beer FREE!
Thursday: Lasagnafor 2 , French
bread, 2 salads &
2 glasses of wine — $9.00

Musical Instruments

5-10 p.m. weekdays
5-11 p.m. weekends

and Accessories
Guitar Lessons
206 College Ave.

654-4627

Behind the Study Hal
Downtown Clemson

Closed Mondays
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campus bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The architecture department will hold a Japanese film series. It
will be held in Room 111, Lee Hall Auditorium, from 3:45 to 4:15
p.m. This week's film, to be shown on Sept. 29, is "Freedom
Sumi Ink."
If you are often tired when you study, lose concentration, or
just plain haven't studied enough, the Counseling Center is offering a group for you. The first meeting will be Oct. 8 at 4 p.m. Call
656-2452 for more information.
Your degree won't get you a job! But in the Career Search
Workshop, you can learn the process of career exploration in
order to plan for your future. For more information come by the
Counseling Center or call 2451.
You are invited to the fellowship and spiritual lessons at the
Baptist Student Union on Sunday and Wednesday nights at 7:15.
The College Republicans will host Marshall Parker at 7:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, Sept. 30, in Martin M-101. Marshall Parker is the
Republican candidate for the third district congressional seat and
is running against Butler Derrick. All are welcome.
The German Club is sponsoring an Oktoberfest on Friday, Oct.
10, at 8 p.m. in the Language House. Admission is $1.50 for German Club Members and $2 for the public.
Students with vehicles parked in the C-6, C-7, R-3, R-4, R-5 and
R-6 parking areas, in the vicinity of the stadium and the coliseum, must move their vehicles the night prior to home football
games.
The Pre-Vet Club will have a business meeting Monday, Sept.
29. Everyone is invited.
The Clemson Rifle team needs new shooters! If you are interested, a meeting will be held on Wednesday, Oct. 15, at 7
p.m. in room 1 Kinard, or call Teddy Johnson at 7439 or Charles
Kennemore at 7795.
The Clemson Golf Club will be having a meeting on Monday,
Sept. 29 at 5 p.m. in Smith Lounge. Anyone that's interested is
welcome.

The South Carolina Recreation and Park Society (SCRPS) will
hold a meeting on Oct. 1, at 6:30 p.m. in the clubroom. Anyone
going to Myrtle Beach must attend. Guest speaker is Thomas
Martin, the Southeastern Regional Director of NRPA.

Interested in world hunger? First Baptist Church of Clemson
will observe World Hunger Day on Sunday. Dr. Owen Cooper,
past president of Southern Baptist Convention speaks at 11 a.m.
The Biochemistry Club meeting will be held on Oct. 2 at 5:30
p.m. in room 220 Long Hall. Dr. Zimmerman will be giving a talk
on his research.
The Clemson Unitarian Fellowship will meet Sunday at 10:45
a.m. at 304 Pendleton Road. "Current Trends in 20th Century
Jewish Movements" will be presented by Dr. Leonard Greenspoon, assistant professor of history, Clemson University. The
public is invited.
All persons interested in a career in physical therapy or interested in the physical therapy program at the Medical University of South Carolina at Charleston are invited to an open meeting
with the director of the physical therapy program in the Student
Senate chambers (room 167 Student Government Office) from
10:30 a.m. to noon on Sept. 30. For more information call C.
Kenyon Wagner at 2416.
The Botany Club will hold its next meeting on Monday, Sept.
29, at 7:30 p.m. in room 102 Jordan Hall. Our guest speaker will
be Tom Burch, a specialist on teas.
The Zoology Club invites all to a beer and barbecue drop-in
this Saturday, after the football game. For information, go to third
floor, Long Hall.

Become a college campus dealer. Sell
video components at low prices for
Southern Electronics Distributors Inc.
dustrial Blv., Tucker, Ga„ 30084, or
800-241-6270 for details.

brand name audio and
high profits. Contact
at 2125 Mountain Incall Mr. Leibowitz at

What is life but the endless pursuit if someone who loves you
in spite of your madness, or perhaps because of it? Logan.
Ninja — Hai! Ikirimas! Domo! Mike
Floyd, Emory, Cordon, Fraha is alive at Clemson; Navin

Found: Part of a medallion inscribed "Revenna Lamp Plant
Fifth Anniversary 1971-1976." Claim at 414 Strode.

Happy Birthday Uncle Floyd, KFM & VM.

One-bedroom, basement apartment in private home for rent.
Easy walk to campus and town. $140/month covers rent and
utilities. Call 654-403J evenings.

Ken, I had a great time — Joe.
Me, too — Ken.
Six down, sixteen to go! Amen, Frog

Trailer for rent by Roger's Plaza. $100/month. Call 654-5240 or
654-5827 after 5 p.m.
Wanted to buy: Two non-student tickets for the homecoming
game. Seats need to be together. Call 654-1727 after 6 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday; Tuesday and Wednesday, 656-2150.
Ask for Dana.

classified ad policy
All classifieds must be printed or
typed and turned in to The Tiger office
(ninth floor above the Loggia) prior to 5
p.m. Tuesday during the week of
publication.
All classifieds must be prepaid. Rates
are as follows:
10C per word with student ID. All
others 20<t per word.
Lost and Found notices and announcements from university organizations advertising non-profit activities are
free.
Sixty words is the maximum length for
an ad. Ads of 10 words or less cost $1 for
students, $2 otherwise.

PERSONALS
Happy Birthday Soc — Love B and C.
Uncle Darryl — Happy Birthday! Love, The Peanut Gallery.
Carol W., What are you doing Saturday night? Please call me
soon. Jim H. {Friend of Flannigan)
Andrea, Happy Birthday! The thistles are blooming, and the
cows are still mooing. Love, Larry.
When is the Second Annual Pimp and Prostitute party? I'm
waiting to wear my hat and see this year's girls.

CLASSIFIEDS

Beth, Ha! Everybody hates Lisa T. (sometimes). Love, Susan!

Earn up to $500 per 1000 mailing our circulars. For information
write Premiere Advertising, Dept. 33, P.O. Box 101, Monroe,
Ohio 45050.

What's wrong with red ink? Be sweet — VM
How do you spell koala? Ask the world's greatest — B.L.R.
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Rural Electrification Administration

Careers: Electric/Telephone Engineering

DON'T FORGET

Excellent opportunities in Rural
Electrification and
Telecommunications for Electrical
Engineers and Electronic
Engineers.

YOUR

|

HOMECOMING
CORSAGES

|

|

GREENLEAF FLOWERS

|

| Mini Mall

Ask your Placement Officer for
pamphlets telling what the Rural
Electrification Administration
offers for a challenging career with
all advantages of the Federal Civil
Service.

EE seniors sign up for a personal
Interview with the RE A Recruiting
Representative who will be at your
Placement Office
Oct. 6.

REA is an Equal Opportunity
Employer

654-2112 I
ir
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THE FILLING STATION
Assorted soups and sandwich platters
with choice of 7 breads
STANLEY STEAMER — Hot dog on French roll topped with kraut
VEGEY WAGON — Lettuce, tomato, peppers, olives, mushrooms, and three-bean salad, served on pita bread
HUDSON HOAGIE — Ham, salami, cheese, lettuce, tomato, on French roll
SUPER STUTZ — Spud stuffed with ham, butter, American & Swiss cheese, topped with sour cream and bacon bits
BENTLEY — Ham, cherry peppers, cheese & Italian dressing on pita bread
DELUXE PHAETON — Roast beef, bacon bits, American & Swiss cheese, lettuce, herbs & spices on an onion roll
REUBEN — Corned beef, sauerkraut, & Swiss cheese on rye
ROLLS REUBEN — Double-decker Reuben with a slice of pumpernickel
ESSEX — Roast beef, mushrooms, Swiss cheese & onions on a French roll
BAGEL BIC — Butter, American & Swiss cheese, your choice of bread
ROADSTER — Peanut butter and jelly

DELIVERY SERVICE AFTER 5 P.M. WED. ■ SUN.
EARLE ST. * Vz BLOCK OFF COLLEGE AVE. * BEHIND 1ST NATIONAL

654-5660
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Humorist discusses body language
by Don Rima
staff writer
Communication has more to do with actions than words according to communication consultant Jayne Lybrand. Lybrand
was the Speakers' Bureau's first guest of
the fall semester and spoke this past
Wednesday evening before a packed audience in the Brackett Auditorium.
"Our society is so sophisticated that (it)
is influenced by image more than any other
factor," said Lybrand. Body language
began with the early greek culture. In the
greek theater, men played the parts of
women, and this prompted the study of
human gestures and actions.
"Touching is one of the most important
things in our culture. We're afraid to touch
and reach out to each other." Lybrand
went on to explain that touching is one of
the most basic needs of the human body.
Newborn babies that are not touched will
die because of the need to be touched, explained Lybrand.
Content of Lybrand's presentation
Lybrand's presentation covered several
other areas of nonverbal communication
including: man's use of space; use of
clothing; the job interview; the handshake;
intimidation; and how to detect sincerity
and lying.
"Man's use of space consists of four
zones: intimate zone, personal, close
associate and far faced." The intimate zone
is that area closest to a person (one to two
feet away). The personal zone is the distance that a person would maintain when
talking to a friend. Close associate refers to
the distance that perhaps business associates would maintain during conversation,
and far faced is for those not so frequent
occurences of meeting on the street.

(F

Jayne Lybrand
"The clothes you wear say a lot for you.
Your clothing is your second skin."
Lybrand said that the more confident people are, the more diverse they dress. "Image
makes a big difference. People should
dress for the situation and properly utilize
dress.
It is better — as far as self esteem
— to have a few good cloths of quality than
a whole closet that falls apart."
Job interviews
"The job interview is crucial, so you've
got to be the best you can be. Dress the part
of the job you want," says Lybrand. She
went on to say that name memorization is
crucial in an interview. If at all possible,
Lybrand recommends that the prospective
worker have a business card with their name
and address on it.
Look about your interviewer's office, she
counseled. You can learn a lot about him
just from his surroundings and this can lead
to a successful interview. "Look about you
when in their office. If you see a bass on the
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until 2 PM
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Come into your
Pizza Hut®
restaurant for our
truly good

Buffet
Feast on a variety
of pizza slices,
Cavatini deep dish
pasta, spaghetti and
salad bar. All you
care to eat.
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wall, ask them if they used a blue worm to
catch it...that is assuming that you know
anything about fishing. Just anything to get
a conversation going.
"You can tell alot about a person just by
their handshake," said Lybrand. She then
went on to give a short demonstration of
the different types of handshakes and their
significance.
"The most intimidating thing a person
can do to you is to tap you on your chest
when making their point in a conversation," according to Lybrand. Other
methods she mentioned were the karate:
chop type gestures when emphasizing a.
point, looking directly at a person when
making a point, shuffling ones feet in a left
to right to center position and speaking
close to a person's face.
Ways to detect sincerity
Lybrand said that there were 19 ways to
detect sincerity. The more important of
these are: open eyes when talking, a relaxed forehead, gesturing in front of the body,
open handed gestures and the old baseball
player's gesture.
"A person usually swallows just before
and after telling a lie," says Lybrand. She
went on to say that lying can be detected by
inflections in the voice. "Our bodies don't
know how to lie until we tell them how."
Other signs, according to Lybrand, include
tapping one's fingers, repetition, changes in
the rate of speech and jiggling one's feet in
a horizontal method.
Speaking of the current political
scenerio, Lybrand said, "We're looking
more at images than at platforms in todays
society. Images will make a difference. We
are looking for candidates that are sharing
their weaknesses and strengths. We are
looking at the total candidate, and this includes what they wear," says Lybrand.
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... Plan disputed
Continued from page 1
game, it is hard to do. It is much easier to
sell a whole pack (of tickets) than it is to
sell out of that pack. The only fair way to
do it is to sell people season tickets.
"Away game tickets are another problem
in itself," McLellan stated. "There is a
higher demand than we have tickets for,
and the IPTAY board has come up with a
policy to deal with the demand the most
equitable way possible. To help solve this
problem, we will show the game on closedcircuit television in Littlejohn Coliseum."Students will not be charged should they
decide to watch the game in Littlejohn.
South Carolina will also show the game on
closed-circuit television, but students will
have to buy a ticket to watch, just as if they
were able to purchase stadium tickets for
live viewing.
"It is costing us $17,000 to show the
game, and if ABC decides to televise the
game, or either of the others we will closecircuit (North Carolina and Maryland),
we'll be out that much money."
Ticket distribution and closed-circuit
television ticket sales will be held during the
week of Oct. 6-9.
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cherry tomatoes
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spring onions
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apple sauce
diced eggs
$
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Family Ran Pizza
One coupon per person. Coupon redeemable at
participating Pizza Hut restaurants only. Offer
not valid with other coupons or discounts. Hurry,
offer expires October 31, 1980.
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Nuke waste
in S.G.?
by Holly Hamor
staff writer
A bill soon to be acted upon by the U.S.
House of Representatives may mean the
storage of high-level nuclear wastes at the
Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant in Barn well.
The bill is authored by Rep. Mike McCormack (D-Washington). According to
reports made by the South Carolina-based
Palmetto Alliance, an anti-nuclear group,
the bill contains a provision for immediate
selection of two high-level waste repositories. The bill would also set aside state
and local decisions not to accept such
waste.
The U.S. Senate recently passed a similar
bill, the Johnston bill. According to the
Palmetto Alliance report, this bill would
allow the federal government to override
state legislation on permanent and temporary repositories.
Catherine Gorman of the Palmetto
Alliance states that Barnwell is a candidate
to become an away-from-reactor (AFR)
storage site for irradiated spent fuel. This
fuel would come not only from in-state
nuclear power plants, but from out-of-state
and foreign reactors as well.
According to Gorman, the United States
sells nuclear fuel to foreign countries on the
condition that they return the spent fuel.
This measure prevents other countries from
processing the waste to make nuclear
weapons. Thus, the United States is
obligated to store the spent fuel.
The McCormack bill would also provide
that the two sites to be selected immediately
need not be licensed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). "The
NRC isn't all that great," said Gorman,
"but we'd rather have them look at it than
have no licensing at all."
Gorman also expressed concern about
the transportation of nuclear waste on
South Carolina highways, particularly since
spent fuel from reactors outside the state
might be received.
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Homecoming pageant sports 49 entries

On Monday, Sept. 29, at 7:30 p.m. in the
amphitheater, 49 girls will vie for the title of
"Miss Homecoming."
According to Melissa Pryor, homecoming chairwoman, the contestants must
"represent a recognized student organization," and pay a $15 entrance fee to participate in the pageant.
The contestants are judged in three
categories during the competition. Each
category has a maximum possible score of
20 points. The first category involves personal interviews with the judges on Sunday.
On Monday night, the girls will be judged
in evening gown and sportswear competition.
"The girls will be judged on their poise
and stage appearance Monday," Pryor explained.
After the pageant, the judges will announce the 10 finalists based on their scores
in the three categories. "The finalists will
have 8-by-10 photos made, and the student
body will vote for the girl they want to be

homecoming queen later in the week,"
Pryor stated.
The pageant judges will be Anderson
Councilwoman Bee Thompson, Mrs.
Mickey Andrews and Mrs. Tom Lynch.
Singer Bobby Daye will provide the entertainment for the pageant.
Admission is free, and the public is invited. In the event of rain, the pageant will
be held in Littlejohn Coliseum.
CONTESTANT
Kelly Connell
Jane Thompson
Debbie Hughes
Sally Morgan
Kim Miller
Lucille Studley
Kelly Evens
Paige Harkey
Bonnie Zellman
Lindsay Gibson
Robin Jamerson
Janice Woodard
Anne Batson
Tamah Hall
Mary McNeill
Nancy Williamson
Debbie Thompson
Sally Stall

Robin Wicker
Angela Boiler
Elaine Gilliam
Beverly Glenn
Vicki Martell
Margie Clark
Kelly Parker
Kelly Michael
Lane Polhemus
Annie Zumsteg
Andrea Holbrook
Vivian Kechoulos
Terrie Robertson
Sherry Thrift
Pamela Routh
Charlene Clayton
Jackie Taylor
Renee Wicker
Corinna Moose
Janine Morrow
Susan Shively
Gretchen Becker
Tish Fain
Shari Jameson
Margaret Hall

SPONSOR
Byrnes Hall
Clemson House
Geer Hall
Barnett Hall
Rally Cats
B-5 Organization
Manning Hall
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Microbiology Society
Agricultural Economics Club
Alpha Delta Phi
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Central Spirit Committee
Sanders Dorm
Village Green apts.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pershing Rifles
Chi Omega

Peggy Bowman
Lindy Talbert
Bonnie Bennett
Beverly Smith
Becky Dalton
Patty Jaynes

State institutions can tolerate cut

by Richard Brooks
editor in chief
James E. Bostic, Jr., chairman of the
state Commission on Higher Education,
said Wednesday that state colleges and
universities will be able to tolerate the 7 percent cut in their personnel budgets for the
1981-82 fiscal year.
"Seven percent is tough," said Bostic, a
1969 graduate of Clemson. "But I really
believe we can survive. And if we all make
an effort in good faith and more revenues
become available, they could be
distributed."
President Bill L. Atchley blasted the state
Budget and Control Board last week, say-

ing that the cut represented a "crisis of indecision" and that the board approached
the cut with a "meat ax philosophy."
"It's regretful that this had to happen,"
said Bostic. "But if the funds aren't there,
what do you do? It's a situation that we're
in and that we have to survive in."
State agencies should "look at the places
where we have fat and try not to cut
muscle," he said, using the same surgical
analogy that Atchley had used.
Bostic pointed out that it was fortunate
that the cut had been made so early in the
fiscal year's planning stages. "We know
early in the fiscal year," he said. And "it's
important for us, in state agencies, to start

planning.
"I hope revenues come back up and these
projections aren't as bad as they look,"
Bostic said.
Commenting on the possibility of
limiting enrollment to cope with the cut,
Bostic said, "I'd hope that that would not
be the case. That's the harshest of the options. That's the one that hurts the most
people."
But, he added, "I'm not suggesting to
anybody how they take it.
"There is not a single institution that
won't be here after we make a reduction,"
he said. "We've all got to be calm about
this."

Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
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Southwire is an innovative company because of the innovative
people who are constantly searching for increased productivity
through superior technology. It is because of these employees
that Southwire is now one of the largest producers of
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Library mage falls short
of expectations
by Susan Ellington
staff writer
Since the extension of library hours was
made permanent last year, library use during the hours has not increased as much as
expected, considering the demand that was
made for it, said library director Richard
Meyer.
Meyer estimated between 200 to 300
students leave after 11 p.m. This is slightly
up from the approximately 875 students per
week using the libraries extended hours last
September. According to Francis Colburn,
a circulation librarian, "people using it (the
library) are the serious students."
The hours for the library are now Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. until 1 a.m.,
Friday 8 a.m. until 11 p.m., Saturday 8
a.m. until 6 p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m. until 1
a.m. After 11 p.m. on all nights, students
may not check out books, and the reserve
and reference desks are closed.
The cost effectiveness of keeping the lib-

rary open the extra two hours is marginal,
according to Meyer, as it is impossible to
gage how much student study work is
worth. He said, however, it costs approximately $10,000 annually just for personnel,
and that cost for heating is miminal as the
temperature is kept constant.
Librarian Ron Williford feels that there is
more "put up," or picking up of books left
off the shelves the night before. He says this
is due to the extension of hours along with
the opening of two new levels, giving
students more places to leave materials.
Security
Security in the library is also being improved. The library is revising its arrangements with Crowe Security to make it
more consistent. Instead of having different
officers each night, they will have 'regular'
officers. Meyer believes this consistency will
be more effective.
There will also be three separate student
officers patroling through the library during their beats.

Candidate to address
College Republicans
Marshall Parker, the Republican candidate for South Carolina's Third District
U.S. House of Representatives seat, will address the College Republicans on Sept. 30 at
7:30 p.m. in M-101 Martin.
Parker is running against incumbent

Butler Derrick, a Democrat from
Edgefield, and Lee Muller, a graduate student at Clemson.
Parker is the owner-operator of a dairy
business in Seneca.

Students have not been using the library's extended hours in as great
a number as had been anticipated. Tom Distefano and Maggie Hall are
among those students who have utilized the extension of library hours
to their advantage.

Administrator appointed
The College of Nursing recently announced the appointment of Dr. F.
Madelynn Oglesby as the new director of
graduate programming. The position was
formerly held by Dean Geraldine Labecki,
who retired in June.
Oglesby will be responsible for administrating, advising students and directing curriculum development in the
master's degree program in family health
nursing.

She served as an associate professor of
nursing at the University of Delaware at
Newark before coming to Clemson. She
also served as an instructor of psychiatric
mental health nursing at Emory University
in Atlanta.
She earned her doctorate in behavioral
sciences from the University of Delaware at
Newark in 1971 and has completed a
postdoctoral fellowship at the University of
Edinburgh in Scotland.

TRY ON A PAIR
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Speaker urges conservation
by Wally Bowen
special to The Tiger

The Chi Omega sorority and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity are holding a
tub-a-thon this week to raise money for muscular dystrophy. The event
began at noon on Wednesday and will conclude at noon on Saturday.

Tub-a-thon raises money
for Muscular Dystrophy
by David Ingram
staff writer
The national campaign against muscular
dystrophy is getting a boost this week from
proceeds raised by the fifth annual tub-athon, sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity and Chi Omega sorority.
Started at noon on Wednesday, the
money-raising event will conclude at noon
on Saturday. According to Bob Webb, cochairman of the coordinating committee,
running the tub-a-thon on Saturday morning just prior to the football game will give
parents and other visitors a chance to contribute. The co-chairman from Chi Omega
is Robin Lane.
As in past years, the old-fashioned tub is
centrally located in front of the Student
Government Offices in the Johnstone
plaza. This is convenient for students who
wish to pitch in their contributions of coins
and bills as they walk to and from Harcombe Dining Hall. One sister from Chi
Omega and one brother from Sigma Alpha
Epsilon share the water-filled bathroom fix-

Trie

ture in shifts.
The campaign started on Wednesday,
and it will continue, rain or shine, all day
and night until Saturday. Last year, rain
helped to maintain the water level. Smiling,
Bob Webb commented that "at three and
four o'clock in the morning, it gets cold (in
the tub)."
Two special guests drew attention to the
fund-raising project. Bill McLellan, athletic
director, sat in the tub on Wednesday at
noon, while President Atchley took his turn
on Thursday, also at noon.
Last year, over $1,000 was collected from
individuals and businesses. Contributions
from businesses, especially downtown merchants, are being encouraged. Hardee's will
be donating all their proceeds collected
from iced tea sales on Saturday.
Muscular dystrophy is a crippling disease
involving a gradual and irreversible
deterioration of muscle tissue. The proceeds from the tub-a-thon will aid in
research to discover the cause and ways to
combat this chronic disease.

Economists and their students at Clemson University heard a strong argument
Wednesday that the nation's economic
growth could be doubled while total energy
consumption is reduced if the public and
</, private sectors of the nation's economy
£ looked to conservation as the solution to
S the energy problem.
£ Robert Rauch, general counsel for the
>• Alliance to Save Energy, a Washingtong based conservation advocacy group, said
c his organization and others like it are
"breaking the myth that economic growth
depends on increased energy consumption."
Rauch said that National Academy of
Sciences studies show that "an energy supply reservoir" exists in America's economy
"with the capacity to save as much oil as we
are importing, and it's a lot cheaper source
of energy."
Productive Investment
He said capital investment cost in
retrofitting the nation's buildings for
energy conservation could "produce" a
barrel of oil at a cost between $50 and $200.
In contrast, Rauch said capital investments
to produce a barrel of oil equivalent in synthetic fuels now cost $500, while the price
tag for nuclear power is $800 for the energy
in one barrel of oil.
Rauch said the Alliance to Save Energy is
currently lobbying oil companies to invest
their windfall profits in what he called "the
conservation service industry." He said the
same potential for profits exists in conservation that were present in the east Texas
' oil fields when they were first discovered.
So far, he said, only Shell Oil is taking
the conservation service industry seriously.
Shell is currently setting up a subsidiary
called Scallop to enter the conservation services market.
Obstacle to conservation
Rauch said the greatest obstacle to conservation becoming a higher priority in the

nation's energy policy is the attitude of
private industry. He said American industry
"will go out and hire a bunch of lawyers to
figure out how they can keep from doing"
what government and the public feel is best
for the country. Rauch said one reason for
Japan's greater industrial efficiency is that
"they will go out and hire engineers to
figure out how to do what government requires."
Rauch said he senses that both government and industry are beginning to realize
how unproductive constant litigation can
be, and he predicted growing cooperation
on settling the issues of energy production
and environmental protection.
Rauch is a former staff attorney with the
Environmental Defense Fund. He spoke at
Clemson as part of the department of
economics' DuPont Series on Environmental Economics.
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Dorms won't get cable tv
by Dana Hanson
staff writer
High cost of installation was cited by
Manning Lomax, director of housing, as
the reason for not offering cable television
in residence halls and lounges.
According to Lomax, interest was anticipated when cable came to the„Clemson
area. For this reason, a preliminary report
was prepared last semester by the Physical
Plant. The estimated cost of installation for
lounges only was $75,000.
Lomax explained that the figure was so
high because Clemson policy does not permit burial of exposed live wire underground. Instead, lines run through tunnels.
"Running cable would involve weaving
wire throughout the system, not just running it from a pole," he said. In addition, a
separate conduit in which to run the line
would be necessary. According to Lomax,
telephone systems and alarm systems have
separate conduits, and cable television
would require one by itself also.

Lomax stated that unless cable could be
offered in individual rooms, there is no
desire to offer it in lounges. He said that as
Clemson has allowed television in individual rooms, the use of television
lounges has decreased. "There are no plans
at this time to add it to the lounges," he
said.
Lomax said that until programming
could be transmitted by some alternative
method, the programming provided by
cable "appears to be cost prohibited."
While service in the dormitories and
lounges is not to be offered, cable is
available at present in married student
housing, faculty housing, prefabs and
Village Green apartments. Arrangement for
service is independent of the university.
Also, Calhoun Courts, the student housing currently under construction, is to have
a television outlet in each living room, to be
tied to a central system or cable. Lomax
said, "Hopefully, we can work out something with a cable system."
Among the programming available on

Cable TV does not appear to be a possibility for the present in the
dormitories or TV lounges. A Physical Plant study estimates the cost of
installing the service to be $75,000.
the Clemson area cable system are the
following: ABC; CBS; NBC; WTBS, Atlanta; WGN, Chicago; KTBU, Oakland; a
UPI news print-out; a weather print-out;

two religious broadcasts, and two educational programs. Cost is $7.50 monthly,
with a $7.50 (half price now) installation
charge.

Taps staff announces plans for 1981 book
by David Ingram
staff writer
Plans for the 1981 Taps include 16 additional pages with color pictures, according
to Richard Walkup, editor in chief of this
year's book.
Josten's/American Yearbook Company
won the low bid for publishing the book,
beating out last year's printer, Hunter
Publishing Company.
The Taps staff has already felt the effects
of working with a new company for its first
deadline last Monday. Walkup noted,

"There are a lot of changes. Everything is
different, from copy to layout, causing a
few technical problems. But these problems
will iron themselves out."
This year's book will have 560 pages,
down 16 pages from last year's edition. Included in this are 96 pages with color pictures and many pages where spot color is
applied.
Despite the nation's spiraling inflation
rate, the cost of Taps remains at last year's
price of $12. All other prices, such as those
for club pictures, also are unchanged.
So far, 4,600 books have been sold. This

I
includes 4,300 books which students purchased when they pre-paid their fall
semester fees. Another 300 books were sold
in general sales.
A major sales campaign is being considered for late October. Staff members will
be manning tables in Harcombe and Schilletter dining halls to sign up students who
show an interest in purchasing a 1981 Taps.
In addition, interested students will be
able to sign their names on several posters
displayed around campus. Those students
who sign up during this campaign will be
contacted later concerning book purchases.

During the week of Oct. 13, class makeup pictures will be shot at the Student
Government Offices in Johnstone Plaza.
This will also be a location for book sales.
By the middle of January, Walkup said
that he hopes to have sold 5,300 books. No
more books will be sold after that until the
books arrive in spring. About 400 extra
books will be ordered for those students
who decide to buy books after seeing
copies.
Last year, approximately 5,300 books
were purchased.
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Tigerama begins next weekend's festivities
Tickets for the 23rd annual Tigerama are
currently on sale at various locations in
Clemson and on campus. Tigerama will be
presented on Friday, Oct. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in
Death Valley.
Tickets are 99 cents and may be obtained
from any Blue Key member or downtown
Clemson merchants displaying Tigerama
posters. In addition, tickets will be on sale
at Schilletter Dining Hall and the Union
ticket booth from 11:30 a.m. until 1:30
p.m. and from 4:30 p.m. until 7:30 p.m.
The theme of this year's Tigerama is "A
Tribute to Rodgers and Hammerstein."
Skits will be presented by Alpha Tau
Omega, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Kappa Sigma, and Pi Beta Phi.
Tigerama will also include a fireworks

display and the crowning of Miss Homecoming 1980.
Dan Kelley, a radio personality from
WFBC in Greenville, and Oscar Lovelace,
student body president, will be the emcees
for Tigerama. The event is sponsored by
Blue Key, a national honor fraternity at
Clemson, and WSBF.

Cotton hybrids
are lecture topic
Dr. Wolfgang Wessling, director of
agronomy and genetics for Cotton Incorporated, will deliver a lecture on the promises and problems with hybrid cotton production on Monday, Sept. 29, at 3:45 p.m.

in A-203 of the Plant and Animal Sciences
Building.
This lecture is the third in a series of 11
sponsored by the agronomy and soils
department. The lecture is free and open to
the public.

Tutors offered
for engineering
Tau Beta Pi, a national engineering
honor society, has initiated a tutoring program designed to aid freshmen and
sophomore engineering students with problems in lower-level engineering courses.
The tutoring sessions are held every Tues-

day night from 7 to 11 p.m. in room 226 of
Riggs Hall. Four tutors will be present at
each session. One tutor will represent each
of the following majors: mechanical
engineering, civil engineering, chemical
engineering, and electrical engineering.
The tutors will be helping students in
Engineering 180, Chemical Engineering
201, Electrical and Computer Engineering
201 and 202, and Engineering Mechanics
201 and 202.
"The program is similar to that offered
by Sigma Tau Epsilon in the liberal arts curriculum. We chose this program as our project for the year," Rita Faucett, vice president of Tau Beta Pi, explained.
The group has approximately 65 members.

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
ADULT

CHILD
(UNDER 12)

ni ,^_

ADULT

(UNDER 12)

rt,_„T

ADULT

(UNDER 12)

SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER .50
PRECISION CUTS (Wet Head Cut)
SHORT
MEDIUM..
LONG
BLOW DRY
SHORT
MEDIUM
LONG

7.50
9.50
10.50
2.00
2.50
4.00

.25
CH|LD

4.75
5 75
7.25
CHILD
1.50
2 25
2.75

"A LA CARTE"
No appointments taken — just walk in
Rogers Plaza
Highway 123
Clemson
654-1902
University Square - 302 Seneca Rd. Clemson. S.C.

WHAT A DEAL!
Gazpacho*, Tuna and Tea
Only $1.92
all day, every day
*Gazpacho—A refreshing tomato based soup
with fresh, crunchy vegetables
and a dash of spices.

Yummy Desserts:
Ice Cream, Apple Pie,
Cheese Cake & Carrot Cake

An exciting POSTER memory from last year for the
room or a great gift idea for the holidays. Phone: 6545027 or send $2.00 to P.O. Box 2507 Anderson, S.C.
29622. Hurry, supplies are limited.
Send me.

Call 654-6895
or 654-7095

-/burdough>
/-andwioh emporium

%#

.copies at $2.00 each.

Name
Address.
(Allow 10 days for delivery.)
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There are no second string engineers
"i America's number one avionics teor

Rookie or veteran, everyone plays on the first team.
When you join Honeywell Avionics, you get into the
game right away as a key team member.
You'll receive as much or as little coaching as you
need. You'll work side by side with engineers who
contributed directly to 100 straight successful
space launches. In addition, challenge is virtually
limitless, as are the opportunities for technical
innovation.
Above all, you'll have1 the freedom to realize your full
career potential on a team quick to recognize and
reward accomplishment.

Honeywell Avionics is relied on heavily for a wide
range of subsystems and equipment for America's
aerospace programs, as well as for many private
sector applications. Right now, we have over 100
subcontracts with many more imminent. Plus
millions of dollars in R&D.
One more point. You'll build your career and your
lifestyle in one of the choicest locations in America
— Florida's Tampa Bay area. Here, the summer
sun shines 361 days a year. And the average
temperature is 74 degrees.

On-campus interviews, October 10,1980.
If you're an engineer graduating this year, let's talk. Sign up now
at your placement office. Or send resume to Walt I. McMillen,
Honeywell Avionics Division,
13350 US. Highway 19, St. Petersburg, FL 33733.

"A Place In The Sun For You."
Honeywell is an equal opportunity employer.
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Not our responsibility
Legislation is presently pending
in Congress which may drastically
affect the future of South
Carolina, making it a dumping
site for high-level nuclear waste.
Last fall, South Carolina
tightened restrictions on low-level
waste from out of state at the
Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant.
The Johnston Bill, recently
passed in the Senate, and the McCormack bill, pending in the
House of Representatives, each
make provisions for the federal
government to override states'
decisions not to accept high-level
nuclear waste. Thus, should South
Carolina decide not to accept
high-level waste, the decision
could be set aside by the federal
government.

Should the McCormack bill
pass, it is very possible that the
Barnwell site would begin to
receive high-level waste from other
parts of the country and from
foreign nations.
The possible danger of highlevel waste has never been fully
calculated—but the issue at hand
is not so much the degree of
danger. Rather it is whether any
state or group of states ought to
be singled out to receive wastes
from practically everywhere else.
Last week, voters in Maine approved plans for a nuclear plant in
their state. Nuclear energy is a
state's problem, and each state
should be responsible for its own
waste.

Ticket proposal
deserves consideration
Hoping to alleviate the confusion and disorganization that afflicts ticket distribution for away
football games, Student Body
President Oscar Lovelace has
made a couple of recommendations to Van P. Hilderbrand, the
Athletic Department ticket
manager.
One problem is that, after some
students spend the night in line in
order to get tickets, people arrive
in the morning and break into
line. Some are allowed to cut into
line by friends; others take advantage of the lack of organization to
break in line.
Lovelace has suggested that the
ticket distribution area be roped

off the night before distribution
and that university police be present from 6 a.m. until distribution
ends to prevent students from
breaking in line.
The other problem is that the
distribution time of 9:30 a.m.
causes students who spend the
night in line to miss 8 a.m., 9:05
a.m. and sometimes 10:10 a.m.
classes. Beginning ticket distribution at 7 a.m., Lovelace offers,
would not encourage students to
miss as many classes.
Both of these proposed solutions are within the power of the
Athletic Department to implement. They should be administered as soon as possible.
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footnotes
"The chair is confused." — Faculty Senate Vice President Ed Coulter,
chairing Tuesday's meeting in the absence of President Stassen Thompson,
concerning an unclear amendment to an amendment to the Faculty Senate
constitution and by-laws.

n

"I must speak against this motion which I consider the Thurmond
Amendment." — Faculty Senator Roger Rollin, referring to an amendment to
allow Faculty Senate members to be elected to successive terms.
"Going out on a date is strategy. What happens depends on technique."
— James CO. Nyankori, assistant professor of agricultural economics, talking about the difference between strategy and technique in advertising.
"It's not as bad as it looks." — Cheryl Lee, Harcombe Dining Hall
server, commenting on the edibility of the day's menu.

letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters from its
readers on all subjects. Letters should be
tj^ed double-spaced on a 65-character line.
Letters should be limited to 200 words in
length. Tuesday at 6 p.m. prior to the Friday issue is the deadline for all letters
Each author of a letter must sign the letter and include his address and phone
number.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters
for style and space. Also, letters which are

in poor taste or potentially libelous will be
withheld if a majority of the editorial board
deems it appropriate.
All letters become property of The Tiger
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is
maintained should questions arise.
Please send letters to The Tiger, Box 2097
University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632,
or bring them by the offices at room 906 of
the Student Union.

/

corrections
It was incorrectly reported in The Tiger
last week that Alpha Pi Omega had the best
float in the fraternity division of the First
Friday Parade. Alpha Gamma Rho actually
won the division and Alpha Pi Omega was
second.
Also, in the same story it was stated that
a television set might be among the prizes
for next year's parade. The story should

have stated that next year's parade may be
on local television.
In a letter to the editor, George Rogers
was inadvertantly referred to as "George
Sanders." This error was The Tiger's and
not that of the letter's author.
Also the name of Dr. Jerome V. Reel,
assistant to the provost, was misspelled in a
story on page two last week.
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letters to the editor

Field hockey team deserves respect, too
This letter concerns the article about the
■Id Hockey/Soccer Field written by Cobb
'ford in last week's Tiger. Oxford suggests
I the field hockey team play its games on
old soccer field and let the soccer team
[ve Riggs Field all to itself. His reason bejjg that the soccer team finished second in
ihe nation last year, and it deserves a field of
own. The field hockey team also did well
it year. As you recall, Clemson was rated
imber three in the nation in overall
thletics. Both soccer and field hockey confuted to that factor.
[Oxford says that the old soccer field
iuld be more than adequate for the field
;key team. A field hockey ball is small and
ich harder than a soccer ball. On a rough
Vface a hockey ball is hard to maneuver or
*ven stop and control; whereas a soccer ball
* lighter and has a larger surface area, so it
n float across a rougher surface. If the
>ld hockey team had to play on the parking
area where cars and people have left their
icks, it would almost be impossible to play
game.
Oxford says that the field hockey team has
it new lines on the soccer field and made it
[en a bigger mess. First of all, the field is
»t in a mess, and second of all, the lines
;re not cut but merely chalked.
Furthermore, Cobb Oxford's suggestion
let the field hockey team play in Death
Jley, where adequate seating (53,306) is
railable, is an uncalled-for, smart remark
,iat any journalist, especially an editor,
should know is not very well representative
1 The Tiger. Since it is my turn to make a

suggestion, I suggest that Cobb Oxford take
a few courses in beginning journalism.
Lynne W. Cannon
Editor's note: Field hockey standings are
not considered in the Knoxville Journal
survey which ranks college athletic programs.

Not a training camp
I was quite surprised to read in the Sept.
19 Tiger that a Clemson athletic coach
thinks of the university as a training ground
for professional sports. I am NOT referring
to the dual monoliths of football and basketball (which serve as virtual minor leagues for
the NFL and NBA, respectively), but to the
comments attributed to tennis coach Chuck
Kriese: "We're getting to be known as the
type of school a player comes to if he wants
to develop into a professional . . . anybody
who wants to be a professional player has the
opportunity."
Unfortunately for Kriese, his young
charges have several distractions from their
rigorous training program. These annoyances
come chiefly in the form of classes, studying,
and exams, and can be grouped under the
general heading EDUCATION.
Kriese and his colleagues may argue that
their team members are indeed receiving a
special type of education that prepares them
for a career after college. He may also claim
that last year he had a number of Academic
AU-Americans and/or players with 4.0

GPA's. In general, however, the majority of
athletes at Clemson are short-changed by the
university in that the coaches'
overzealousness to win prevents many of
these students from attaining their primary
goal — an education.
Kriese may, in theory, sympathize with the
plight of the student-athlete, but his actions
certainly do not bear this out. Many days
this fall, the tennis team has been seen up
and running as early as 6:15 a.m.
Presumably, they are allowed to attend
classes, after which they may spend up to
five more hours on the courts, running, or
lifting weights. If, as the Tiger points out,
Kriese has scheduled over 50 matches this
year, then on the average the team will be
traveling to or hosting about one match per
week (on top of the practice, running,
classes, studying, etc.). One needs not
wonder how these added pressures detract
from the classroom performance of some of
the players. For instance, when athletes are
observed sleeping in lecture and are forced to
miss their weekly lab in order to catch a
plane, there can be no doubt that the learning process is being impaired.
Ostensibly, Clemson exists as an educational institution with its intercollegiate
sports teams an important subset of the
whole university experience.
Until I read Kriese's comments, I was
under the impression that most tennis
coaches who were interested in training
future court stars operated or were employed
by "tennis schools" (and were distinguished
from the touring pros by the title "teaching

professional"). At these tennis schools, the
students (or pros-to-be) pay for the privilege
of going through a highly structured and
demanding training program without any
distractions such as chemistry, history, or
economics.
From what I've been able to discern from
the above observations and the article in the
Tiger, Clemson has, in effect, sanctioned its
own brand of tennis school with a curious
twist: in this case, the school pays the players
via a scholarship. Unfortunately, the coaches
here tend to overlook the first seven letters in
that word and keep on adding to the growing
legacy of "SPORTS FIRST AND
FOREMOST" that dominates this school.
Mike Tannenbaum
Department of Zoology

Thank you!
Many thanks for advertising my lost watch
in The Tiger a few weeks ago. I really
thought I would never see it again since it
was lost near the end of the spring semester
(after the last Tiger has been published). A
female student from Columbia found it, and
since she could not find the owner she took
it home with her during the summer. When
she saw the ad in The Tiger, she called to say
she had found it. I shall always be grateful to
her and The Tiger.
Kathryn Harrell

commentary by richard brooks

Presenting the dubious distinction awards
This week I graciously yield the "commentary" collmn to the Hack and Drones Club and its current set of
mnual dubious distinction awards.
This mysterious, secret, fly-by-night organization is
4 inspired by its predecessor, the Hack and Drone Club
Kwhich appeared in a series of novels by P.G. Wodehouse.
The club has no formal membership roll and meets
irregularly and spontaneously in parts unknown, thus
making it difficult to locate — especially for purposes of
criticism, lawsuits, physical violence and such.
Bertie Wooster, president of the Hack and Drones
Club, announced the following awards for Clemson
University. Names of the winners will be inscribed on a
plaque and kept in a closet in Tillman Tower. Judges for
»the 1980 awards were Dr. Gonzo, Captain Zeep and The
Flying Burrito Brothers, with a little editorial aid from
Marvin Gardens.
The Hack and Drones Club Awards for 1980 are as
follows:
The Rosie Ruiz Finish Fast Award
I
To the Clemson University Admissions Office for
: completing work on the freshman class of 1984 in October of 1979.
The Roll Your Own Cliche Award
To President Bill L. Atchley for those immortal
words, "It was an eye-awakening experience."

1

The Robert C. Edwards Rhetoric Award
To President Bill L. Atchley for those immortal
words, "We must make Clemson University different.
Only then can it be unique."
The Clemson Drama Department Award
To all acting deans.

The George Washington Little Hatchet Award
To President Bill L. Atchley for his work on the
Clemson administration.
The Migrant Lettuce Pickers Award
To those evicted from faculty housing. (Manning
Lomax's explanation of the removal was runner-up for
the Bob Edwards Rhetoric Award.)
The Jervey Center Athletics in Perspective Award
To Athletic Director Bill McLellan for plowing
under Fort Hill Cemetery to get more IPTAY parking
places. McLellan is said to be entertaining the idea of
having deceased IPTAY members buried under their
parking places — provided, of course, their families continue to contribute to IPTAY and purchase at least eight
season tickets.
The State Highway Department Cautious Driving Award
To those Physical Plant employees driving trucks
during working hours.
The State Highway Department Reckless Driving Award
To those Physical Plant employees driving trucks
between 4:20 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.
The Best Junior High School Project Award
To the history department for its restaging of the
Battle of Hastings. (Anyone knowing who won that war
should phone the history department immediately.)
The Wandering Arab Award
To I.M. Ibrahim, Clemson soccer coach, who said,
"I am determined to find the soccer field by fall."

The Clemson Family Drag Queen Award
To the Bengal Babes for their sign: "There will be a
preliminary meeting of all prospective girls who are interested in becoming a member of the 'Bengal Babes'
football recruiting organization in the football dining
room downstairs in Schilletter Hall."
The Betty Friedan Liberated Woman Award
To all Clemson coeds who served as bat boys for the
baseball team. A spokesman for the girls cooed, "We
just love helping the players with their bats."
The Grammarian's Funeral Award
To IPTAY and the Clemson Athletic Department
for the signs at Death Valley: "The Clemson Fighting
Tigers and IPTAY thanks you for your support."
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Jockey Lot offers everything under the sun
by Mortimer Mudde
staff writer
Strange people — the Anderson Jockey
Lot has them. They come from all over to
sell their goods to the 40,000 or so people
that show up each weekend at the largest
flea market in the area. (They don't sell
A photographer and I were browsing
through the lot last Saturday trying to get
some material for this article. The
photographer had just taken a picture of a
reluctant retailer who was holding a bag in
front of her face, when a man walked up to
us and started yelling. "Did you just take a
picture of that table? Okay, open up that
camera and gimme that film. I'm tired of
being harrassed," he said.
It turned out he had been arrested the day
before when he butted in on something that
wasn't any of his business. You'd think he
would have learned, but here he was butting
in again. We eventually calmed him down
and stole away with our valuable picture of
a paper bag.
Fortunately, not many people at the
Jockey Lot are like our friend the film
shredder. Many of the retailers are very interesting people and will tell you the story
of their lives with a little encouragement.
A deputy sheriff from Gwinnett County,
Ga., talked to us at length about marriage
and the Jockey Lot. This man's salary was
$1,500 dollars as a deputy. He also owned
two retail stores in Atlanta that grossed
$140,000 a month. He didn't need to be
working a stall at the Anderson Jockey Lot,
at least not for the money. "Why are you
here?" I asked.
"You got a wife?" he asked. "That's
why I'm here. I'd catch holy hell if I didn't
come." He went on to explain that he was
frequently out on stakeouts with his deputy
job, and this kept him away from his family
for long periods of time. "What's your wife
going to do when you have to work like
that? She's going to do one of three
things," he said. "She's going to fool
around on you, she's going to raise hell
when you are there, or she's going to leave
you. I set her up in this business to keep her
busy. Look who ends up here."
We wandered on. The photographer with
me got in a discussion with a bird breeder
selling cockatiels. He asked the breeder
about the gender of a bird he owns. The only way to tell what kind of cockatiel one

A Jockey Lot retailer sits behind his table of wares and talks to passers-by.
found on sale at the flea market near Anderson.
athletic director's last name). He is making
owns is by its coloration and certain actions
a
bundle at this venture, which he started
the bird might exhibit.
six years ago. Just how big a bundle he's
The conversation went something like
not saying.
this:
There are 160,000 square feet of space
Breeder says, "Does he dance back and
under
the Jockey Lot roof. This is split up
forth on his perch and go tweedle, tweedle,
into 600 stalls that rent for $6 a day. Outtweedle?"
side, there are 500 more spaces that rent for
Photographer says, "Well, he dances
$3 a day. There are an additional 50,000
back and forth on his perch and goes
square feet which are rented to furniture
auwck, auwck, auwck."
retailers
under another type of agreement.
Breeder says, "You sure you got a
Tables rent for $1 apiece, but sellers may
cockatiel?" It made for interesting listening
bring their own. All this adds up to one
anyway.
bundle.
Enough about the people. What about
The cost to rent at the Jockey Lot is very
the Jockey Lot itself? It covers 35 acres in a
low considering it allows the seller to exhibit
field near Anderson. Just how near I can't
his wares in front of 20,000 people a day.
say. I get there by back roads and couldn't
This means that prices on the goods sold are
tell you the way if my life depended on it.
Ask someone that knows the main-road also quite low. The low prices are even
lower because of where the merchandise
route.
. .
comes from.
The lot is owned, 51 percent of it
Many of the sellers have contracts with
anyway, by an Anderson lawyer named
Dick McClellion (pronounced like our large department and chain stores to take

University Square - 302 Seneca Rd.. Clemson. S.C.

the merchandise that has been returned by
dissatisfied customers. Other items come
from stores that have gone out of business
and had part of their stock bought by the
Jockey Lot retailers.
Perhaps a very partial list of some of the
items available at the lot will give a better
idea of the variety of merchandise that is on
sale there.
You can buy: gramaphones, tombstones,
carpet, guitars, bongos, harmonicas,
stereos, oreos, twinkies, bananas, roasted
peanuts, rug cleaner, all types of furniture,
30-year-old typewriters, telephone pole insulators, parakeets, cologne, blouses, corn
on the cob, elixer, ointment, divorces
($175), Mt. St. Helens volcanic ash, tools,
tools, and more tools, hub caps (Pontiac),
gloves, metallic Social Security cards (while
you wait), drill presses, air compressors,
Martin's Country syrup, roller skates, toys,
cotton candy, a dentist's services, wicker,
and cheeseburgers.

TIGER DEN ty
123 BYPASS, CLEMSON

DELIVERY EXPRESS
NEW DELIVERY HOURS:
5 ■ 10 P.M. 7 DAYS A WEEK
for
11 A.M. - 3 P.M. SUNDAY
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL-5-11 P.M.
FAST, FREE DELIVERY-ON AND OFF CAMPUS
"OUR PROMISE"
IF YOU DON'T RECEIVE YOUR ORDER
IN 45 MINUTES OR LESS, THE DRINKS
ARE ON US. WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?

Free draft for the ladies every Thursday
from 1-6 p.m. Or through 3 barrels of beer

— Cable TV showing football plus Braves, Cubs,
and Hawks games
— Busch beer 12 oz. cans 50 C
— Juke box featuring beach music and all the
latest hits - 5 plays for 251
Too hot to go to the game? We are open with
cold beer and Tiger football on the radio.

PITCHER OF BUD i PITCHER OF BUD

1.50

1.00

CALL 654-6895
or 654-7095

There are few items that can't be
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with this coupon

with this coupon

1-6 Mon.-Wed.

after 6 Mon.-Wed.
, Prices subject to change
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Lake Issaqueena has varied history
by Cindy Powell
staff writer
Mention Lake Issaqueena to a Clemson student,
and he'll probably go into an account of a hair-raising
slide down Issaqueena Dam. But Lake Issaqueena has
not always been known as a place for thrill-seekers. It
has had varied purposes during its 44-year history.
Bombers stationed in South Carolina during World
War II used the area as a practice bombing range, aiming at targets floating in Lake Issaqueena. A military
troop was also stationed in the area to patrol and
regulate its use.
In 1949 Clemson College began making improvements to the roads and picnic area near the dam. The
area has since been maintained by the Clemson forestry
department.
Lake Issaqueena is not a natural lake, but it is the
result of the Clemson College Community Conservation
Project working in conjunction with the W.P.A.
(Works Progress Administration). The idea was to
revitalize the worn-out land and provide a recreational
area for the Clemson community.
Development of the Lake Issaqueena Recreation
Area provided hundreds of desperately needed jobs during the Depression of the 1930s. The W.P.A. built picnic shelters, a boathouse, a council circle, a bathhouse, a
sand beach, and the dam to create a lake that was good
for swimming, boating, and fishing.
When the dam was completed and the lake filled,
however, the water remained muddy. Repeated attempts
to clear it by draining were futile, and the murky water
made the lake unsuitable for swimming or fishing.
Vandalism in the years between 1939 and 1945
resulted in the boathouse being destroyed and the
bathhouse burned. Neither the picnic shelters nor the
roads was kept up, and the park was seldom used by
the public. It was during this period that Clemson College relinquished control of the area to the Defense
Department.
Lake Issaqueena is now a nice place to have a
picnic and an exciting slide down Issaqueena.Dam.

>
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issaqueena Dam is a popular swimming spot during the Indian summer months of early
fall. Swimmers can slide, dive or jump from the dam to the pool below.

Mortimer Mudde contest announced
Last year Mortimer Mudde burst upon the Clemson
scene with trips to such places as the Tillman clock
tower, Underground Clemson and Six Mile Monadnock. In this week's issue, Mudde tells of his recent trip
to the Anderson Jockey Lot.
Now, you too can be a part of the living legend of
Mortimer Mudde. Suggest a place that Mudde can visit

Keep up with
sports,
movies,
concerts,
TV, comics,
classifieds
and shopping
info with
The Greenville News

and write about in The Tiger, and if your suggestion is
judged to be the best, you will win a case of Lowenbrau.
Second place wins five dollars, providing there are more
than two entries.
All entries must be in by Sunday, Oct. 5, at 6 p.m.
Winners will be announced in the Oct. 10 issue of this
paper. Thank you very much.
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the hort house

\ Grow your own Brassaia Aciinophylla
by Michael L. Puldy
staff writer
The schefflera, better known to horticulture and
botanist fans as Brassaia aciinophylla, is a tropical plant
growing in subtropical regions. Also, this plant grows
well in homes, offices, and too small, uncomfortable
dorm rooms.
This plant grows best in temperatures between 60 and
65 degrees Fahrenheit. Humid rooms suit the plant very
nicely, along with soil that is thoroughly moist;
however, the soil must dry out before the plant is to be
rewatered.
A "Queensland Umbrella Tree" gets its name from its
lustrous, green leaflets ranging from seven to nine inches
in length. The leaves are shiny, green or glossy, dark
green on the dorsal side and a lighter green on the
reverse side. These leaves have a brilliant appearance
when they are regularly cleaned with water and a damp
sponge.
Another variety of the Brassaia actinophylla is the
dwarf. The dwarf is similar to the schefflera in every
respect except for size. This plant is slightly smaller in
regard to pot size and leaf size.
Both plants grow well in pots ranging from six to eight
inches in diameter. Potting compost is recommended for
soil. The plant may be kept in a fully lit area year
'round; however, direct sunlight has adverse effects.
As for pests and diseases (not including annoying
roommates and athlete's foot), the "Queensland Umbrella Tree" is virtually trouble-free.

This schefflera tree likes cool, humid rooms and does well with moderate watering.
Also known as the "Queensland umbrella Tree", the plant does not like direct sunlight.

SONNY BURGER

"Home Of The Original Sonnyburger"

Sonnyburger Plate on Special This Week
Sonnyburger, French fries, cole slaw, and tea
reg. $2.05
Now Only s1.75

Too
Styling Salon of Clemson

STUDENT SPECIALS
Men's Haircut Reg. »9.oo
Includes SHAMPOO AND BLOW DRYING
Women's Haircut

Tea and Coffee Refills no extra charge on all plates
Don't Forget to Visit Our Pool and Game Room
Highway 93
Main St., Central

$700
#

acoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooocooi

South Carolina's Largest Beach Music Selection

*8°° to * 1 I °°

including:

Reg. $10.00 to $13.00

Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed. Only!

The Embers The Drifters
Chairman of the Board

The Tarns
The Catalinas

Plus Many More!
Mall Order Our Specialty

IN THE CALHOUN CORNERS BUILDING CLEMSON

The Record Showcase

654-2599

P.O. Box 146, Old State Road

Goose Creek, SC 29445

(803)553 1991

aoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo^ooooooooooooooooooooooooood

4*flfek

IT CANT

IHHSS&BEDONE.

.

LOOK AT THIS!

OR CAN IT?

FRESH — HOT — READY

SPAGHETTI and all-new MEAT SAUCE plus ICED TEA
also FRESH TOSSED SALAD & HOT GARLIC BREAD
DINE IN — DELIVERY — CARRY OUT

654-6990
FROM OPENING TIL
CLOSING EVERY TUESDAY

ONLY

$

2.88
at CHANELO'S
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FREE FLICK:

LIVE and LET DIE

FEATURING

* BEACH PARTY*

Trucktn'is om thing,

■eOLDCLSH'

^BHWUJir

Sept. 29 - Oct. 1
7, 9 p.m. $1.00

\^»* li inothar,
MM
* rad thi any tiny do K... •fM

DANCE WORKSHOP
open to all
Oct. 6-8
Details and Sign Up
at UNION DESK

PETER FONDA
JERRY REED
HIGH-BALUN'

MOVIE ■

Sun., Sept. 28, 8 p.m.; "Y" Theater

Sept 26,19§C

J-i mil

EAST BANK

*

***

presents
Video:

vow* UNIOM wre cum

MARTY BAER

WMtlMOMMtiaiM

LOCAL TALENT NIGHT
presents:

JIM BUCH

Hollywood
Dream
Factory
thru
Oct. 5

Oct. 1, 7:30
at

CYCLING
SUNDSy
OCTOBER »
£425

KXJ- U-O" »« «*■»*

transportation

SEN IP ff DC ftfOHMATCN DESK

Tues., Sept. 30, 9 p.m.
Free

Backgammon
Tournament

Sept. 26 & 27
9 p.m.; M.OO

At The
TRAVEL CENTER
Maryland
Spring
Football Trip
Break

sign up by: Oct. 24
$
85

Cruise
$

460

«a»uwQMN"ia.uB

sponsored by Games & Rec.
IIIIIII

Biltmore House
& Gardens
Oct. 25

$

12

open at
11:30 a.m.!

Mon. — Frank Howard — 12 noon
Thurs. — Video Football Highlights
Fri. — Drawing for autographed football
— Hear the Pep Band

came TD EOGP»RS
DfliLV WMHPrn .:
SPECIAL PRQGRflfTlS
SPECIAL STUOEnTS

_
FDR

THE FIRST 50 PEOPLE
WILL RECEIVE A FREE COKE!
EUERYQflE WELCOmE

iimiiii

WANTED
Students to See

CONCERT

Palmetto Room
Lounge

Mother's Finest
&

Dixie Dreggs
no experience necessary
tickets at Union ticket booth

Wed. - Fri.
Oct. 1-3
10 a.m. ■ 6 p.m.

CU

CLEMSON

UNIVERSITY

UNION
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entertainment

Mother's Finest and Dregs head first concert
by Mike Puldy
staff writer
Tonight at 8 p.m. in Littlejohn Coliseum,
the Central Dance and Concert Committee
is sponsoring the first major concert of this
school year. This musical showcase features
the fiddling talents of Vassar Clements, the
rock and jazz fusion of Dixie Dregs, and
the "funk-rock" of Mother's Finest.
Vassar Clements
Vassar Clements is THE fiddler of this
era. His name is well-known throughout the
world of country music, and he is a highly
esteemed fiddler among the progressive
rock field. Clements has been associated
with such talents as The Allman 'Brothers,
Jimmy Buffet, The Grateful Dead, and
Paul McCartney, just to name a few. His
down-home fiddling is the type that "sets
people to whoopin'."
Dixie Dregs
The second group of performers in this
three-band show is Dixie Dregs. This group
released its first album in 1977. Going unnoticed throughout the general public, the
Dregs released "What If," their second
album, the same year.
Dixie Dregs began to widen their follow-

ing with this album. Also, they received
praise from such notable jazz/rock performers as Jean-Luc Ponty and Stanley
Clarke. Their latest albums, "Night of the
Living Dregs" and "Dregs of the Earth,"
have catapulted this group into the popular
state they are in now. These two albums
profess the style Dixie Dregs is noted for.
Using a blend of guitar, violin, keyboards,
and drums, their country/jazz/rock set is a
combination not to be missed.
Mother's Finest
Mother's Finest concludes this triple bill
appearance with the sounds of funk-rock.
This style contains the perfect mixture of a
hard driving rock (characterized by Black
Sabbath) along with a rhythmic beat.
Mother's Finest is composed of: Wizard,
Moses Mo, Glen Murdock, Joyce Kennedy,
BB Queen, and Mike Keck. These six musicians are determined to achieve one goal:
"to make the audience come alive with
music."
Ticket Sales
Tickets for this event are on sale at the
CDCC ticket counter next to the Palmetto
Ball Room for $5.50 and $6.50. All seats
are reserved. They will also be on sale at
Littlejohn on Sept. 26.

■.:.,.;::.,:;.>:.,::;:.:■■.:.,■ ■

Mothers Finest, an Atlanta-based funk-rock band, comes to Littlejohn
coliseum with the Dixie Dregs tonight. Members of Mothers Finest are
(left to right) Wizzard, Moses Mo, Glen Murdock, Joyce Kennedy, BB Queen
and Mike Keck.

Atlanta Symphony to appear Tuesday
by Christi Moody
staff writer
Clemson's concert season this year includes 15 performances by symphonies,
choruses, and soloists. The Concert Series'
41st season will feature five presentations,
and the Chamber Music Series is offering
six recitals. Performances by the University
Chorus and Clemson's Concert Band are
also scheduled.
The Concert Series season opens Tuesday, Sept. 30, with the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra, one of the nation's finest. Under
the direction of co-conductor Louis Lane,

the orchestra comes to Clemson for an 8
p.m. performance in Littlejohn Coliseum.
The program features two works by
Aaron Copland, "Fanfare for the Common
Man" and the ballet suite "Appalachian
Spring," along with Stravinsky's "Firebird
Suite" and "New World" symphony by
Dvorak. These pieces are some of the most
popular orchestral classics, and those
listeners not familiar with these works will
be pleasantly surprised.
Other scheduled concerts include the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra on Oct. 30 and
the Charlotte Symphony in January. After
an Irving Berlin celebration in February,

the series will conclude in March with the
New England Conservatory Chorus.
Season tickets are available for $5 and
$10 at Room 717, Strode Tower. Mail
orders can be sent to Concert Series, P.O.
Box 2325, University Station, Clemson,
S.C. 29632. Tickets for individual concerts
are $3 for adults and $1 for children and
students dates. Tickets also will be sold at
Gate 5 of the Coliseum beginning at 7 p.m.
the night of the concert. Clemson students
are admitted free on presentation of valid
activities cards.
The Chamber Music Series began Sept. 9
with a joint recital by faculty members

Lillian Harder and Martha Hamilton. It
will continue in October with a performance by tenor Phillip Jenkins of Newberry College. After this performance, four
more will follow until March, when the
season will close.
Rounding the concert season out, the
University Chorus will give performances in
December and April, and Clemson's Concert Band will present concerts in March
and April. A calendar of the 1980-81 concert season can be obtained by writing the
Department of Music, Clemson University,
Clemson, S.C. 29632.

Classic film series rolls in new directions
by Janis Richardson
staff writer
Do you like Alfred Hitchcock's movies?
How would you like to see Cary Grant or
Peter Sellers on the screen? If you answered
yes to either question, it would be advisable
for you to consider the Five Directions
Cinema sponsored by the department of
english and languages. Five Directions
Cinema will bring you a series of eight films
this fall.
On Oct. 9 at 7:30 p.m., Francois Truffaut's "Small Change" will be shown. This
104-minute, color film was made in France
in 1976. It is a warm and tender comedy
starring novice actors who portray the life
of a dozen children as they make their way
toward adolescence and adulthood. It
shows their ability to bounce back and turn
defeats into victories and weaknesses into
strengths.
Newsweek calls "Small Change" "a
kaleidoscope rhapsody." New York Times
considers "Small Change" "lilting,
marvelously funny and wise, a labor of
love." This film is clearly optimistic and
should be enjoyed by eveiyone."
"Citizen Kane"
"Citizen Kane" will be shown on Oct.

16 at 7:30 p.m. This is Orson Welles' first
film and was filmed in the USA in 1941.
New York Film Critics voted it Best Picture. It also received World's Most Popular
film from the International Critics Poll.
"Citizen Kane" is an emotion-packed
story of Charles Foster Kane, who was a
giant in the world of publishing. Camera
angles and perspective are used to bring one
close to Kane's life. This film is considered
a landmark in technical skill.
On Oct. 30 at 7:30 p.m., Ingmar
Bergman Academy Award winner, "The
Virgin Spring," will be shown. This film
reveals an angry father seeking to avenge
the rape and murder of his virgin daughter.
Bergman contrasts black and white to
create an imaginative medieval world which
suggests the battle of Christianity and
paganism.
"The Virgin Spring" is an 88-minute film
which was made in 1959 in Sweden. It was
voted as one of the Ten Best by eight nationally known publications.
Hitchcock double feature
A Hitchcock double feature will be show
on Nov. 13. The shows are "Suspicion" at
7 p.m. and "Psyco" at 9 p.m.
"Suspicion" reveals the marriage of a

shy British girl to a man she believed to be a
charming gentleman. She soon discovers he
is warped, a lying cheat and possibly even a
murderer. The suspense mounts as she
suspects he is trying to poison her.
Cary Grant and Joan Fontaine star in this
suspense film. "Suspicion" won the
Academy Award and Ten Best for its
leading actress. It was also voted Best Picture by National Organizations.
"Psyco" is considered Hitchcock's
classic thriller. It involves a young derranged man and his activities in a haunted
house. This film includes the famous
shower scene with Janet Leigh.
"Intolerance" will be shown on Nov. 20
at 7:30 p.m. This is a 129-minute film which
was released in 1916. It was produced and
written by David W. Griffin. It is a story of
the fill of Babylon, the crucifixion of
Christ, the slaughter of the Huguenots and
a man unjustly accused of murder. Griffin
ties all four stories together and brings to an
emotional plane.
Peter Sellers
Dec. 4 will bring another double feature.
Showing at 7 p.m. will be "The Lady
Killers." "Dr. Strangelove" will be shown
at 9 p.m. Both star Peter Sellers.
"The Lady Killers" was produced by

Alexander MacKendrick and was filmed in
Great Britain in 1955. It is a comedy
gangster film starring Alec Guiness as the
leader of the most improbable gang of
crooks ever imagined. Its humor, suspense,
and satire rank it as one of the all-time best.
"Dr. Strangelove," sometimes known as
"How I learned to stop worrying and love
the bomb," is a black comedy produced by
Stanley Kubrick. It stars Peter Sellers in
three different roles. Also starring is George
C. Scott. It is the story of a general's obsession with preserving the nation's "precious
bodily fluid" and a president's futile attempts to avert nuclear holocaust.
The Hardin Hall auditorium has an airconditioning system this year as well as improved sound. Free refreshments are occasionally offered.
The price for a full subscription is $15 per
individual. The student price is $12. This
cost includes all six nights or all eight films.
A subscription for one half the series is
available for $12. This ticket is good for
three nights or as many as five films.
This is a subscription series. More information is available from Bill Aarnes (3272),
Paul Orlov (3272), Jerry Plecki (3421) or
John Romeiser (3237).
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Comedy production starts
Clemsdn Players' new season

welfare.

by James Healey
staff writer
The Clemson Little Theatre is producing
the comedy, "You Can't Take It With
You." The play opened Thursday night and
runs through Sunday, Sept. 28. The play,
written by Moss Hart and George Kaufman, is about an uninhibited family who
succeeds in living out their fantasies.
Clemson's Richard Ringeisen assumes
the top role of Grandpa, a delightful
dropout from society who spends his days
attending parades and confounding the
I.R.S. To Clemson University, Dr.
Ringeisen is the new associate head of the
mathematical sciences department. His acting experience includes several leading roles
for the Fort Wayne (Ind.) Plymouth
Players.
The income tax inspector is played by
15-year-old Daniel High School student
Eric Graben. This character may confirm
some cynical opinions about the friendly
government service.
Steven Miller plays the mad Russian
ballet teacher, Boris Kolenkov. Mr. Miller
works for National Cash Register, and he
has performed in productions for the Cambridge (Ohio) Barn Theatre.
Substitute teacher Betty Peters plays one
of the leads, the impractical playwright,
Penelope Sycamore. Mary Maker, who has
produced New York fashion shows, portrays the drunken actress Gay Wellington.
Clemson Rural Housing Development
mathematician Donna Russel plays a Russian Grand Duchess while systems analyst
Arthur Patterson plays a shiftless soul on

Romantic Role
The female romantic role of Alice
Sycamore is played by Clemson's Lynda
Ernst. Ernst boasts a national honorary
drama society membership. The aspiring
ballet dancer Essie Sycamore Carmichael is
played by Furman drama major Brenda
Gibson. The English department's Mark
Charney is explosive as the fireworks entrepreneur, Mr. De Pinna.
Liberty's Bryan Stewart plays Essie's
husband. Stewart has acted and danced
professionally throughout the South for
three years. Fellow Liberty resident Richard
Fowler fills the part of the stockbroker, Kirby.
Wall Streeter
The male romantic lead is handled by the
recently appointed executive director of the
Pickens Planning and Executive Committee, Richard Fralick. He plays a young Wall
Streeter named Tony. Tony's mother is
played by Clemson newcomer Dorothy
Veder. The cast is rounded out by Ellen
Graben, a graduate of Clemson Children's
Theatre.
Director and ringmaster of "You Can't
Take It With You" is Debra Pittman. She is
a North Carolina native who has acted'and
directed professionally before joining the
university's English department. The production reflects her polish and her varied
talents.
The play is being performed at the Central Cultural Center located on Church St.
in Central, S.C. Show times are 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, with a matinee at 2:30 on
Sunday. Tickets are $4 at the door.

by Keith Mattison
entertainment editor
The Clemson Players, the student theater
group, presents its first play of the season
Monday, Sept. 29, through Saturday, Oct.
4. The play is "Ah, Wilderness!" by Nobel
Laureate Eugene O'Neill. The play starts in
Daniel Auditorium at 8 p.m. every night except Thursday, Oct. 2, when there will be a
matinee at 3:30 p.m.
"Ah, Wilderness!", which was written in
1933, is a light satire. The characters are not
as complex, and the theme is not as serious
as O'Neill's tragedies, but he handles comedy well.
The play is set in a small Connecticut
town in 1906. The plot involves a young,
middle-class man, Richard Miller, who has
just finished high school and is full of
radical ideas. He is in love with a

neighborhood girl, but he has to stop seeing
her because her father does not approve of
him. After they break up, he goes out for a
wild night on the town, to the displeasure of
his parents.
V.J. Maury plays the role of Richard,
and Ellen Hull plays Muriel, Richard's girl
friend. Jere Hodgin plays Richard's father,
who keeps trying to tell him "what every
young man should know," and Charlotte
Holt plays Richard's mother.
Other roles include Joel Read and
Hamilton Holt as Richard's brothers,
Suzanne Freytag as Richard's sister, and
Larry Hembree as Muriel's father.
The production is being directed by Clifton Egan of the English department. Egan
is also the scene designer.
"Ah, Wilderness!" and all Clemson
Players productions are free to students
with their IDs. Admission for non-students
is $1. Tickets can be purchased at the door.

Lynch Drug Co,
says

"BEAT THE
CATAMOUNTS!
s

College Ave.

Clemson, S.C.
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES
Presents The

ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Louis Lane, Conductor
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM — TUESDAY, SEPT. 30,1980 — 8:00 P.M.

Program:

m

Copland:

Fanfare for the
Common Man

Copland:

Appalachian Spring

Stravinsky: Firebird Suite
Dvorak:

99

New World Symphony
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE ON PRESENTATION OF
VALID ACTIVITY CARD INDICATING PAYMENT OF STUDENT FEES.
Others present Season Ticket or individual tickets, on sale at Music
Department in advance, or at Gate 5 of the Coliseum on concert night.
Adult season tickets: $10.00, Student season tickets: $5.00. Individual
tickets at $3.00 (adults) or $1.00 (Children under 16). Clemson student
date ticket: $1.00.
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MISS HOMECOMING
PAGEANT
Monday Night Sept. 29 7:30 p.m.
Beneath the stars in the Amphitheater

49 Beautiful Contestants
Entertainment: Bobby Daye
ii

^jHSM »"!ljr.„

MOTHER'S
FINEST
presents

tickets: $5.50
floor: $6.50

Friday,
Sept. 26, 8 p.m.
Littlejohn Coliseum

pmJHfi

and their
special guest

VASSAR
CLEMENTS

Tickets on sale at Union ticket booth — 11-1 & 4-7
Good seats still available!

tickets on sale at Coliseum from
1 p.m. thru the show
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sports
trailing the tiger by cobb oxford

Maybe it was something I said last week
Lesson learned
Well, I learned another lesson after last
week's comment on the field situation.
Everybody thinks that their sport is the
most important and that the sports fans at
Clemson University revolve around their
program. I also learned that the situation is
not going to change over the next few
weeks.
There was a great deal of response from
last week's comment on the soccer/field
hockey situation. Because of this response,
I would like to try to explain what the
situation is at the present time.
I guess both the field hockey team and
the soccer team will be playing on a dirt surface by November. It will probably bother
field hockey the most since the field hockey
ball stays on the ground most of the time.
I realize that the field hockey team is
upset about the current situation, but so is
everyone else that is involved. The soccer
team now inhabits Riggs Field and is
threatening your last season's field hockey
domain.
The soccer team does not want to be on
Riggs Field in the first place, but there is
nothing they can do about it because of
commands from above.
The entire situation is a chain reaction.
The soccer team was moved because of a
parking lot, and now two teams are going
to be bullheaded and ruin one field between
them. It is just not right and something
should be done about it.
Decision needed
I am sure that everyone will agree that
Athletic Director Bill McLellan must make
a decision in this matter. Last spring, when
he moved the soccer team, he promised
them a first class facility with no organized
play on the field. He did not say anything
about field hockey. Surprise. McLellan
strikes again and two teams are left with
many questions concerning the field.
The thing that scares me in the situation
is that McLellan has already made his permanent decision, and he is going to try to
let two teams play on one grass field. It
simply will not work.
Both programs have been excellent in the
past, and both deserve their own field. And
with all of the fields around Clemson, I am
sure that some kind of logical decision
could be made by McLellan.
Tender surface
The new surface on Riggs Field is in a
tender stage, and it should not be played on
right now. But it is being used, and by the
end of the soccer and field hockey season,
the surface will have to be restructured
from ground zero. The area in front of the
goals is already becoming chopped up and
is a barren dirt surface.
Both teams are worried about fan support and being moved away from the main
part of campus. This is logical because
everyone wants to be loved and be part of
t h e "Clemson athletic family."
Argument
I am not going to argue about who
should get the field and who should get
thrown off. I am only arguing that
something should be done so that Riggs
Field can be used in the future instead of
being burned out this fall.
Teams can argue statistics, records,
finances, crowd support, and who had the
field first. But all that boils down to is a
childish argument and a continuing fight
for the field.
McLellan should make a decision and
justify how he arrives at his conclusion.
Without a decision to move fields around
and give separate fields to the soccer and

-

it was tough deep in the trenches last Saturday as Georgia used a handful of big plays to stop the Tigers 20-16
in Athens. This Saturday, the Tigers return home to face the western Carolina catamounts in a battle that will indicate how well Clemson is going to bounce back from the Georgia loss.

Clemson field goal kicker Obed Ariri lost his string of consecutive field goals when he missed a 47-yard attempt early in the game last Saturday. However, Ariri rebounded to hit three in a row to start a new streak. The
NCAA record is 16 successful field goals in a row.
field hockey teams, be prepared for some
sloppy games in November.
What the field hockey team had last fall
was paradise—its own field that was shared
only with intramurals. But, that paradise is
gone until a decision is made from the
Clemson athletic heirarchy.
I just hope that the decision is made soon
and that it is made with the interests and
needs of both soccer and field hockey in
mind.

Another cat is coming
Western Carolina, a member of the
Southern Conference, enters Death Valley
on Saturday with nothing to lose and
everything to gain. The Cats will bring a
passing game with them to the valley, and
they are well known for their desire to fill
the air with footballs.
Clemson is coming off of a hard loss to
Georgia in Athens, in a game that it should
have won if it had gotten more breaks. But,

if and should are big words, and they will
not change anything. The Tigers were saddled with their first loss of the year by the
opportunistic 'Dogs.
The Tigers must rebound, or they are
liable to be surprised on Saturday. The surprise will be that they are playing a marshmallow like Western Carolina. It should be
a cake walk and picnic for the Tigers, and
the game should truly be no contest. And it
won't be.
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Number one hooters grab two more victories
by Cobb Oxford
sports editor
One streak ended, and another streak
continued for the number-one ranked Tiger
soccer team with its victories on Sunday
and Wednesday.
The streak that continued was an
unbeaten streak in the Atlantic Coast Conference. The streak that ended was striker
Nnamdi Nwokocha's scoring rampage.
On Sunday, the Tiger booters faced the
North Carolina State Wolfpack. The Pack
was a favorite to give Clemson a run for the
ACC title this fall. But, after their 3-1 loss
to the Tigers, the Pack became nothing but
another team in the ACC field.
ACC string
The Tiger win was Clemson's 42nd in a
row in the ACC without a loss. The last
ACC loss for the Tigers was to State in
1971.
Behind the torrid scoring of Nnamdi
Nwokocha, Clemson remains unbeaten in
the ACC and in good position to claim their
ninth straight crown.
Nwokocha started the scoring in
Sunday's contest on a breakaway goal at
the 42:46 mark of the first half. Clemson
never trailed after that, but State did fight
back.
Prince Afejuku tied the game on a goal
from the left side. State threatened again
just before the half as one shot hit the
crossbar, the rebound hit a Clemson
defender and a second rebound was saved
by Clemson goalie Sean Burke. This ended
the half in a 1-1 deadlock.
Second goal
Nwokocha tallied his second goal of the
contest on another breakaway goal with
36:56 remaining in the game. The final
Tiger goal was also scored by Nwokocha
with 32:12 left on a shot from the left corner after stealing a Wolfpack pass.

Dave Barnfield moves the ball upfield in Sunday's 3-1 soccer win over
North Carolina state. The Tigers edged by UNCC Wednesday night to run
their record to 5-0 in the season.
"We got that early goal, and we sat back
and started playing improperly. We had
nice determination and the victory was well
deserved," Clemson head soccer coach
I.M. Ibrahim commented.
Four hat tricks
Nwokocha's three goals against State

DID YOU KNOW . . .
* you can get precision hair care on
campus?
* our low prices are tailored for the student
budget?
* we are located in the lobby of the
Clemson House?
* you can call 654-2903 for a convenient
appointment?

NOW
YOU KNOW!
Serving
Over

Clemson
20

Years

CLEMSON HOUSE BEAUTY SALON

gave him 12 goals for the season and four
consecutive hat tricks (three goal games).
But, that streak ended Wednesday night.
In their first night home game ever, the
Tigers were looking for a cake walk. The
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
had lost to UNC-Chapel Hill by a 10-0

count, and they brought a 4-3 slate into the
game. The Forty-Niners were even missing
five starters. These indications led everyone
to believe that the game would be a
runaway for the Tigers.
Tight defense
However, the Forty-Niners played a tight
defense and hassled Nwokocha all night
long to make life miserable for the Tiger
star. He did not score a goal, thus ending
his streak.
With less than two minutes to play, the
large crowd that was present was expecting
an overtime game. The Tigers just could
not seem to get the ball in the goal.
Then, Clemson struck.
Denis Nash took a corner kick that was
batted around in the middle of the box, and
Arthur Ebunam got a foot on it and hit a
line drive toward the goal. The ball hit the
bottom part of the crossbar and dropped in
the Forty-niner goal for a 1-0 Tiger win.
Ibrahim's opinion
"We are happy that we won the game. If
we were never happy that we had won then
we would be stupid," commented Ibrahim.
"We were sitting there and praying for a
goal for over 88 minutes. The goal was willed in. It was a very determined effort by the
team," the Clemson coach said. "They
played an excellent tactical game."
"I was pleased with the way we played in
the second half. It was good for us to have a
game like this. It will bring us off of our
cloud in a hurry," Ibrahim said.
"It was lovely to play under the lights.
The crowd was very responsive and I think
that evening games are the answer, especially in September and October," Ibrahim
said.
The top-ranked Tigers visit 16th ranked
Duke in their third ACC game of the season
on Sunday before returning home next Friday and Sunday for the Clemson Invitational.

SPEND *7-SAVE $300
WITH THE NEW 1980-81

CAMPUS SAVINGS
COUPON BOOKLET

NOW AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS &
THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
EACH BOOKLET CONTAINS 55 MONEY SAVING
COUPONS FROM THESE 47 QUALITY MERCHANTS IN
THE CLEMSON AREA.
ALLENS' CREATIONS
ANDERSON RACQUETBALL
APPALACHIAN TRAIL
BARTO'S BARBEQUE
BAY WINDOW
BESTO
BOOK CELLAR
CAMPUS CAMERA
CAPTAIN HOOKS
CHANELO'S
CLEMSON COPY
CLEMSON DECORATING
CORPORATION, THE
DEATH VALLEY EXXON
DOCKSIDE HARDWARE
DON'S TIRES

DRAGON DEN
DUNKIN DONUTS
FILLING STATION, THE
FORT HILL BEAUTY
FORT HILL CABLE TV
GERALD SHORE
GRADYS
GUYS-DOLLS
HAIR AFFAIR
HARRIS SPORTING GOODS
HUNGRY BULL
IBRAHIM'S OTHER PLACE
JACK S BARBEQUE
KELLY'S GULF
KEN'S PIZZA

LAWRENCE CLEANERS
LONNIES FISH HOUSE
MAMA PENN'S
MARY STOKES SHOP
MILES & CRENSHAW
NO NAME
ORANGE & WHITE
PERX CAR WASH
PIZZA HUT
PIZZA INN
PO FOLKS
ROBIN HOOD WOOL
SAPPHIRE VALLEY
SOURDOUGHS
UPHOLSTERY SHOP
WOODHAVEN GOLF

BUY YOUR INFLATION-FIGHTING CAMPUS SAVINGS
BOOKLET AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
CLEMSON
ALLENS CREATIONS
BOOK CELLAR
CAMPUS CAMERA
CLEMSON COPY SERVICE
CLEMSON DECORATING CTR
DON'S TIRES
HUNGRY BULL
JACKS BARBEQUE
LAWRENCE CLEANERS
LYNCH'S DRUGS
NO NAME

CAPTAIN C.8.

SIGMA CHI
SOURDOUGH'S
CLEMSON UNIV.
DELTA DELTA DELTA
SIGMA NU
SENECA
HARRIS SPORTING GOODS
PO FOLKS
PENDLETON
MILES & CRENSHAW
ANDERSON
BAY WINDOW
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Injuries doom volleyball team to losing streak
poorly and showed a lack of experience."
Furthermore, Clemson was within a point
of winning games twice but could not get
that final point. Copeland attributed that to
a lack of mental toughness which is
characteristic of young teams. However, injuries did play a major role in the defeats of
the Lady Tigers. The two center blockers,
Kim Johnson and Carol Hitrick, played the
tournament with knee injuries that limited
their lateral movement. As a result, they
were unable to return shots with their usual
effectiveness.
Also playing injured were Debbie Hammond and Judy Sackfield. Sackfield injured her knee further and will miss at least
the next match.
These injuries not only affected the

by James Healy
staff writer
Traveling to the University of Alabama
for its first tournament of the season, the
Clemson women's volleyball team had four
starters hampered by injuries and had only
practiced as a complete team once in the
previous two weeks.
Consequently, the team lost its four
matches at the tournament to South
Carolina, Alabama, Miami (FL), and the
Womenls University of Mississippi.
Despite the injuries, Clemson coach Linda Copeland was unwilling to place blame
for the defeats on injuries alone.
"The quality of teams at Alabama was
extremely good, while our team did play

team's play in Alabama but also limited the
practice time of the injured players. The
team had only one opportunity to practice
as a whole unit in the two weeks prior to
the tournament.
"The lack of practice was cltMy
demonstrated in the poor communication
on the court between the girls," Copeland
said.
Still, some hope did come from the tournament in Alabama. The team played its
best against the two top teams, Alabama
and Miami (FL). Also, it gained four
matches of experience against some stiff
competition.
Copeland is anticipating some marked
improvement in the teams upcoming
matches, the first being in the tournament

at North Carolina State this weekend. She
said, "We still have some injuries, but I am
looking for the girls to pull together more."
Clemson dropped a dual match to Georgia
and Winthrop Tuesday night.
In further regard to the injuries and the
level of the team's play, Copeland said,
"Good teams will raise their level of play to
win, despite their injuries. Our team certainly has the capability to win the tournament at N.C. State, even with some key
players hurt."
Though the women's volleyball team
began the season on a sour note, the team
has the talent and desire for a strong comeback.

Field hockey team has successful tourney
by Todd Hunter
staff writer
Last weekend was a major test for the
Lady Tiger field hockey team. In a grueling
two-day tournament at Longwood College,
the field hockey team played against Davis
and Elkins, Maryland, ASUi and Longwood.
In their first game against Davis and
Elkins, the Tigers lost 4-0. "We had some
weak areas that Davis and Elkins was able
to attack. Also, the coaches were unable to
coordinate and communicate with the defense during the game, to stop Davis and
Elkins," stated head coach Joanne Baines.
After that frustrating game, the coaches
and the players regrouped and planned
their strategy against Maryland. "We were
like a whole new team when we went

against Maryland. Everyone was hustling
and playing their hardest," remarked
Baines. Maryland scored first. With a
minute to go in the game, Barbie Johnson
scored, with the help of Carol Luce and
Chris Chumura, to tie the game 1-1.
The next day, the Tigers faced ASU.
' 'We didn't play as well as we should have.
Our players stood around and waited for
their teammates to get the ball," stated
Baines. Carol Luce scored the only goal of
the game, her first of the year, and the
Tigers won 1-0.
Conclusion of tournament
The final contest of the tournament came
against Longwood. "Both teams played
poorly in the first half, but when the second
period rolled around, we were ready to
play," Baines said. In the first half, Clemson did play poorly. Passes were inter-

The Clemson Rugby Football Club, after
losing its first match this season, made a
comeback last Sunday against a tough
Greenville club, winning the game 11-6.
The Greenville RFC started its attack early in the first half, with two penalty kicks
for six points.
The Tigers fought back with a play set up
by J.D. Haglan that allowed Frank Graziano to dive into the corner of the try zone
for four points. Jimmy Howard then kicked for three points on a penalty, giving
Clemson a one-point edge at halftime.
The Clemson team kept Greenville

Coming up
This Monday, the field hockey team
opens its home season, playing Pfeiffer
College at 4 p.m. on Riggs Field. "We
should beat Pfeiffer. They'll be a tough
team, but I believe we are stronger than
they are," stated Baines.
In preparation for this game, the Tigers
will work on passing, defense, tackling, and
ball control. The Tigers hope that they will
be able to avoid some of the mistakes that
they made in their games last weekend.
The goalies were tested against their opponents. Donna Cowart played three of the
four games and was outstanding against
Maryland. Fourteen shots were made on
goal, and she made four excellent saves.
"Our goalie was a big key in our tie with
Maryland. She made some impressivesaves
that could have gone in," remarked Baines.

Russians and Gamecocks
are coming to call

Rugby team squeaks
by Greenville
by Andrew Carleton
special to the tiger

cepted, tackling wasn't done properly, and
the players were standing around.
Clemson scored first, with another goal
by Barbie Johnson. Longwood made the
next score on a penalty shot. The penalty
shot took the wind out of the Tigers' sails,
and they let Longwood score again.
However, something fired up the Lady
Tigers, and they rallied and scored, tying the
game 2-2. Sarah Richmond knocked in the
goal that gave the Tigers the tie.
Their record for the weekend was 1-1-2.
In the Maryland game, Lynne Cannon
played exceptionally well, making great
rushes on the corner shots by Maryland and
connecting on each one. The tie came from
a team effort and not one particular player.
"The Maryland game was a big one for us.
The whole team played well, and I was excited about the outcome," remarked Baines.

scoreless in the second half and boosted its
own lead with a 65-yard sprint by Haglan
for a try. Shaun Tomlinson, Frank Archibald, Eric Snow, and George Conover also
performed well, helping Clemson to its 11-6
victory.
The Clemson B-side team romped to its
second shutout this season, defeating the
Greenville B-side 16-0.
The inexperienced Greenville B-side was
unable to break through Clemson's
defense, and frequent Greenville penalties
allowed Lou Riley to put two penalty kicks
through the uprights for six points.
The Clemson club will host the Atlanta
All Whites this Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
rugby field.

Two teams that are bitter rivals in different ways will be coming to Clemson in
the near future.
The first event will be on Nov. 13 in Littlejohn Coliseum. The Russian National
Basketball team is coming to Clemson as
part of its fall and winter tour of the United
States. The Russian squad is rated as one of
the best amateur teams in the world and the
Tigers are coming off of their best season
ever on the hardwood court.
Gates for the event open at 6 p.m., and
students will be admitted for free at Gate 6
upon presentation of a validated ID and activity card. There will be no reserved seats
for this game.
The game between the Russians and the

Tigers will tip off at 8 p.m.
The other bitter rival coming to Clemson
will be paying a visit on Nov. 22. The
University of South Carolina will come to
test the football Tigers in their annual scrap
and blood letting. Besides being a bitter
state rival, the Gamecocks boast AllAmerican and Heisman Trophy candidate
halfback George Rogers.
Tickets for the USC game will be
distributed on October 6-9 at the library.
The format will be the same, with seniors
getting tickets on Monday, juniors on Tuesday, sophomores on Wednesday and
freshmen getting the leftovers on Thursday.
Only a holder of a season date ticket will
be allowed to purchase an extra ticket.
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NOW SHOWING
JUST WHAT
WE ALL
NEED...
A really
good hit!
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CLEMSON THEATRE

COLLEGE AVENUE
654-3230
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CLEMSON VARIETY
and FRAME SHOP
Custom Framing, Foam Core,
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2 shows only
Friday and Saturday
NEXT:
11:30 p.m.
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Arts, Crafts, and Macrame Supplies,

Gift Ideas, Needlework,
Mat Board, Glass and Mirror
Cutting (any size), and a
Beautiful Line of Wicker Baskets.
121 College Ave.

654-1723
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Well, it is high noon at the Tiger picks corral and Chuck (where
did my lead go? Kelley is feeling the noose tightening around his
neck.
Kelley has a one-game lead over the surprising Susan (hit or
miss) Ellington. His lead is two games over Helen (Chicken Strut)
Pitts and Van (get laid out) Mattison.
The rest of the field is lagging three or more games behind. At
three games out is Don (good morning) Rima, while four games
out, we find Charles (no beard) Bolchoz, Keith (no puns) Mattison, and William (no news) Pepper.
The big news of the week is that Cobb (I don't care what the
field hockey team thinks) Oxford finished above .500 for one
week with a mediocre 6-4 slate. He did not lose any ground which
is a real miracle.
The guest picker this week is Ben (effect and affect) Skardon,
who is well known for his quick red pen and quick wit, in that
order.

the tiger picks
The Games
1. W. Carolina ( +28) @ Clemson
2. Vanderbilt (+45) @ Alabama
3. Tennessee @ Auburn
4. Baylor @ Texas Tech
5. Virginia @ Dule
6. Memphis St. fgi Georgia Tech
7. Maryland @ UNC
8. USC @ Michigan
9. Nebraska @ Penn St.
10. Wake Forest @ NCSU

chuck kelley (23-7)
sports editor, taps

wcu
Vandy
Tenn.
Baylor
UVa
Memphis St.
UNC
Michigan
Nebraska
NCSU

susan ellington (22-8)
office manager
Clemson
Bama
Auburn
Baylor
UVa
G.T.
UNC
Michigan
Nebraska
NCSU

Charles bolchoz (19-11)
business manager
Clemson
Vandy
Auburn
Baylor
Duke
Memphis St.
UNC
Michigan
Penn St.
NCSU

keith mattison (19-11)
entertainment editor
Clemson
Bama
Auburn
Baylor.
.UYa
■
G.T.
UNC
Michigan
Nebraska
NCSU

richard brooks (17-13)
editor in chief
WCU
Vandy
Tenn.
Baylor
UVa
G.T.
UNC
Michigan
Penn St.
WFU

priscilla ounton (17-13)
copy editor
Clemson
Bama
Tenn.
Texas Tech
Duke
G.T.
Maryland
Michigan
Penn St.
WFU

guest picker
b.n. skardon
asst. prof, of english

van mattison (21-(>)
managing editor
Clemson
Vandy
Auburn
Baylor
UVa
G.T.
UNC
Michigan
Nebraska
NCSU

^ william pepper (19-11)
news editor
Clemson
Vandy
Auburn
Baylor
UVa
G.T.
UNC
*
Michigan
Nebraska
NCSU

heien pilts (21-9)
asst. news editor
Clemson
Bama
Auburn
Texas Tech
UVa
G.T.
UNC
Michigan
Penn St.
NCSU

dana hanson

Clemson
Vandy
Tenn.

Texas
UVa
G.T.

(\$.n)

copy editor
Clemson
Vandy
Auburn
Baylor
UVa
Memphis St.
Maryland
Michigan
Penn St.
NCSU

cobb oxford (16-14)
sports editor
Clemson
Bama
Auburn
Baylor
UVa
G.T.
UNC
USC
Nebraska
NCSU

don rima (20-10)
staff photographer
WCU
Vandy
Tenn.
Baylor
Duke
G.T.
Maryland
Michigan
Nebraska
NCSU

hugh hunsucker (16-14)
features editor
Clemson
Bama
Auburn
Baylor
UVa
G.T.
Maryland
USC
Nebraska
NCSU
UNC
Tech
Michigan
Nebraska
NCSU

mike marzec (18-12)
circulation manager
Clemson
Vandy
Auburn
Baylor
UVa
G.T.
UNC
Michigan
Nebraska
NCSU
holly hamor (11-19)
advertising manager
WCU
Bama
Tenn.
Texas Tech
Duke
Memphis St.
Maryland
USC
Penn St.
WFU
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JIM'S

COUNTRY KITCHEN
wants to give you a break from the same old
cafeteria fare with

Home Cooked Food
at Reasonable Prices

10% discount on all meals
with student ID
Free drink refills

Open for Breakfast at 6 a.m.
Mon.-Thurs.
6 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday
8 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Bring the family on
a football weekend!

Oconee Square

JIM'S

123

Oconee Square
Seneca, S.C.
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FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY,
SEPT. 26 AND 27

HOMECOMING
WEEKEND,
OCT. 2, 3,
AND 4

BRAZEN
A POWERFUL GROUP WITH A DYNAMIC
FEMALE LEAD VOCALIST—ON FRIDAY
SEE FILMING FOR A T.V. SPECIAL.
LADIES: IT'S YOUR SPECIAL NIGHT

— EVERY WEDNESDAY —
CORPORATE COED
CORRAL
LADIES ONLY 7-9:30
MIXED DRINKS 50«, BEER 30«, DRAFT 15«

GUYS ADMITTED AFTER 9:30

SANDCASTLE

A SPECIAL BAND FOR A SPECIAL WEEKEND
*** GUARANTEED TO SATISFY ALL **

COMING THIS WED. AND THURS.,
OCT. 1 AND 2 — TWO DAYS ONLY
"WILD SNORT" THE TRAVELING MECHANICAL BULL
TEST YOUR
SKILL ON
A GILLEY
ORIGINAL

RIDE FOR
PRIZES . . .
RIDE FOR
FUN!

ELI
IS
COMING
Saturday night, Oct. 11
need we say more?

